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Abstract
Experimental and Simulation Study of Resistive Switches for Memory Applications
By
Feng Pan
Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering ‐ Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Vivek Subramanian, Chair

In recent years, resistive random access memory (RRAM) has gained significant attention as
one of the promising candidates for next generation memory applications. This is due to its
anticipated advantages versus Flash technology with respect to high density, low power and
fast read and write speed. The main operation mechanism of these devices is a resistance
change induced by filament formation through metal-cations or oxygen vacancies.
In the first part of this work, a Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulator is built to study the
filament formation process in an electrochemical metallization (ECM) RRAM. This simulator
takes into account most important physical and chemical processes such as oxidation, reduction,
metal crystallization, adsorption, desorption and ionic transportation. The characteristics of the
forming voltage, forming time and switching speed are investigated. In addition, studies on
filament overgrowth and on-state resistance distribution are presented. Further, filament
topography, which strongly influences device properties, is studied under different device
operation conditions. The simulator also predicts that depending on the strength of lateral
electric field, the conductive filament can break at various locations during the RESET process.
The simulation results are verified by experiments conducted on Ag/Ag2S/W and Cu/H2O/Cu
systems.
In the second part of this work, RRAM memory devices based on amorphous Yttria stabilized
Zirconia (YSZ) are systematically studied. The effects of different top electrodes of Au, Cu, Ni, Al
and Ti are investigated. And the characteristics and the mechanisms of Ti/YSZ and Cu/YSZ are
studied in details. It is found that Ti/YSZ has much better endurance, retention and reliability
than Cu/YSZ. The underlining physics driving this behavior is investigated. In addition, it is found
that Ti/YSZ has very smooth transition in the RESET stage and the off state resistance
exponentially increases with an increase of erase voltage. Based on those properties, a multilevel programming (MLP) cell is realized that shows good endurance. The underlying physics
that makes the MLP possible for Ti/YSZ is investigated. Finally, it is shown that an incremental
step pulse programming (ISPP) technique can significantly increase the device endurance and
reliability. Furthermore, it can optimize the tradeoff between resistance programming window
and device lifetime.
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Chapter 1: Introduction to Nonvolatile Memory Devices
1.1 Memory background

Electronic memory devices have vast applications in almost every area of modern life.
Essentially, all modern electronic devices have memories either embedded or externally
attached. In addition, the emerging of the personal electronics such as laptop computers,
digital cameras, smart phones, tablets and other entertainment devices in the past two decades
have resulted in a dramatic increase in the demand for such memory devices. Consumers’
consistent desire to have better and cheaper memory has motivated researchers to pursue the
continued advancement of memory technology. In the following paragraphs, the properties
that a good memory device should have are described.
First, the density of a memory should be as large as possible such that it can store a large
amount of data in a given die area. This means the cost per bit of information stored can be
minimized. This significantly benefits the consumers in that they can satisfy their storage needs
at a cheaper price. In fact, it is hard to imagine that in the year 1966, it would incredibly cost
$8×1012 to have a one gigabyte DRAM, whereas today it is only around $2 [1]. This shows the
tremendous importance of high density memory.
Second, a memory device should have good endurance. Endurance determines how many
cycles the device can sustain during write and erase operations. A device with large endurance
can be repeatedly used without encountering operational failures. Clearly, this is critical
because consumers don’t need to replace the memory device frequently.
Third, a good memory device should have long retention. Retention defines how long data
can be stored inside the memory devices without being lost inadvertently. A good memory
should have as long a retention time as possible, so that once the memory is written, the
system doesn’t need to periodically back up or refresh the data.
Next, it is also good for the memory device to have fast programming and access speed so
that the time spent on reading data from and writing data into the memory can be minimized.
This is especially important when the speed is the primary concern. For example, in the
computational arena, there is a trend towards replacing traditional hard disk drives (HDD) with
solid state drives (SSD), which are based on FLASH technology. One of the reasons for doing so
is that SSD has a faster access time. Thus, it can significantly increase computation speed and
hence improves the computer efficiency.
Finally, the power consumption of the memory should be as low as possible. This is
especially important for mobile devices such as smartphones, tablets and digital cameras. A low
1

power device reduces the need for battery charging and brings a significant convenience to
customers.
In reality, it is very difficult for a memory device to have all the merits listed above.
Depending on the application, every type of memory always has a particular focus. However,
the merits mentioned above serve as guidelines motivating people to do research and try to
come up with new memory devices that can have as many of the aforementioned properties as
possible. In the following paragraphs, the classification of memory devices is discussed. In
addition, special attention is paid to phase change memory, which is one of the emerging
memory devices with which people hope to replace the current floating gate memory device
technology. Finally, due to the extreme importance of floating gate memory devices in current
technology, they are discussed comprehensively in the next section.

Figure 1.1. Memory classifications (An Chen – GLOBAL FOUNDRIES) [2]

Generally memory devices can be classified into two categories based on their operational
behavior as shown in Fig. 1.1 [2]. One class is volatile memory and the other type is non-volatile
memory (NWM). Volatile memory, by definition, has to be connected to a power supply during
the entire operation period. It will lose all the stored information (bit stored in each memory
element) once the power is turned off. One of the most important volatile memories is static
random access memory (SRAM), which consists of six transistors for each memory element as
shown in Fig. 1.2 (a). Essentially, it is two inverters connecting in series with two access
transistors attached to each input of the two inverters. As can be seen, due to the complicated
2

structure involving six transistors per bit, the density of SRAM is poor. Dynamic random access
memory (DRAM) on the other hand has a much simpler structure as shown in Fig. 1.2 (b). It
consists of a transistor in series with a capacitor which can naturally give rise to two memory
states. The first state is the one when the capacitor is charged and the other one is when the
capacitor is empty. Ideally, if there was no leakage current passing through the capacitor when
it is in charged state, DRAM can hold the charge forever and information will remain even if the
power is off. In reality, however, due to the leakage current present all the time, charges stored
on the capacitor can only stay for several milliseconds. Therefore, periodic refreshment is
needed to keep the information. The leakage current could come from several factors. First of
all, the leakage path could be due to the non-ideal insulating properties of the dielectric
between the two capacitor metal plates, where a finite current can always flow through the
capacitor. The second leakage source is the subthreshold conduction of the transistor which
results a finite a leakage current even if the world line is unselected. As can be seen due to its
simple structure, DRAM has a much larger density than SRAM. Because of this advantage, the
main memory in personal computer is DRAM.

(b)

(a)

Figure 1.2. (a) Structure of SRAM (b) Structure of DRAM

NWM, on the other hand, does not require power to sustain information. Today, the main
commercial NVM technology is Flash, which is short for “flash electrically erasable
programmable read-only memory”. The word “read-only” is a bit confusing since nowadays
those memories can be erased and programmed many times. The details of Flash will be
discussed in the next section. Now, a question may naturally arise. Since NWM can sustain data
3

even without power supply, why do people still use volatile memory? The answer to this
question is related to memory hierarchy as shown in Fig. 1.3 [3]. SRAM, even though it is
volatile with very low density, has very fast program, erase and access time. Thus, it is used
inside the processor chip and acts as cache. DRAM which has larger density than SRAM but
slower speed is used as RAM for a computer. Traditional NVM such as Flash, even though it has
much larger density than both SRAM and DRAM, is much slower than both of them. Thus, Flash
is typically used for external storage of data instead of storing programming code inside a
computer chip.

Figure 1.3. Memory Hierarchy

The initial motivation for people to study other types of NVM is to further improve the
memory density such that people can store more information on a given size chip. Flash
technology, as will be discussed soon in the next section, faces serious downscaling bottlenecks
for device feature sizes less than 20nm [4]. Currently, lots of research has been done on phase
change memory (PCM) [5, 6]. At a fundamental level, phase change memory utilizes joule
heating to induce a phase change inside the material (germanium-antimony-tellurium (GST) as
an example [7, 8]), so that the resistance of the material will change accordingly. Typically, it
involves physical transitions between amorphous and crystalline states. Fig. 1.4 (a) shows the
schematic of a conventional PCM cell. As can be seen the unit cell consists of both top and
bottom electrodes with a phase change material sandwiched in between. One unique feature
for the archetypal PCM cell is that there is a heater embedded in the insulator layer between
the phase change material and the bottom electrode. The purpose of this heater is to increase
the programming efficiency and reduce the programming power, as will be discussed soon.
4

Figure 1.4. (a) A schematic of a conventional PCM cell. (b) The temperature evolution inside the PCM device under
different operation regimes [5]

As fabricated, the phase change material is in a crystalline state, because the processing
temperature of the metal interconnect layer is high enough to crystallize the phase change
material [5]. The crystalline structure generally shows a low resistivity property (memory at a
low resistivity state is commonly described as being in the on state). In order to switch the
device from the on state to the off state (high resistance state), which is defined as a RESET
process, a large and fast voltage/current pulse has to be applied across the top and bottom
electrodes such that the temperature inside the PCM material can rapidly rise up to the melting
temperature, Tmelt as shown in Fig. 1.4 (b) due to the joule heating effect. This high
temperature will randomize the atomic order inside the PCM material, causing the material to
transition from a crystalline structure to an amorphous state. One important note is that the
falling edge of the applied pulse has to be very sharp as shown in Fig. 1.4(b). This means the
device has to be quenched rapidly from Tmelt to a lower temperature below the crystallization
temperature Tcrys, in order to prevent crystallization from occurring. In this process, a heater can
be added to localize the current and thus enhance the temperature in the local programmable
region as shown in Fig. 1.4 (a). In this case only part of the PCM material is converted to the
amorphous state. However, since this portion of material is in series with the crystalline
material on the top, it effectively determines the overall resistance of the cell [5]. By adoption
of the heater, due geometry effects, the current density at the heater and PCM material
interface is much higher than the current density at other locations. Thus the temperature at
the interface region reaches Tmelt first, which make the PCM material become amorphous.
Subsequently, the boundary of the amorphous region starts to grow and a droplet shape region,
5

defined as a programmable region, is formed inside the PCM material as shown in Fig. 1.4 (a).
The significant advantage of this approach is a reduction in the programming current and
power due to the current localization effect.
Next, in order to switch the PCM cell from an amorphous to a crystalline state, defined as a
SET process, an annealing process is applied. During this process, a moderate voltage/current
pulse with longer duration is applied. The temperature of the PCM cell rises up to Tcrys, but
stays below Tmelt. Tcrys refers to the temperature at which the PCM material can crystallize.
Generally, the crystallization of the material takes time, thus it is very important that the pulse
be long enough that the temperature inside the PCM material is held high for sufficient time
such that the crystallization process can be completed. After this process, the device transitions
from the high resistive state to a low resistive state.
The reading process is relative straightforward compared with the SET and RESET processes.
During the reading process, a small voltage/current detection pulse is applied across the
electrodes. The resultant temperature inside the PCM material is well below T crys so that the
memory state of the device is not disturbed.

Figure 1.5. The I-V characteristics of a typical PCM cell under different operation regimes [5]

Fig 1.5 shows the typical current-voltage characteristics of a PCM device [5]. Assuming the
device is initially at the off state, since the the resistivity of the amorphous material is large,
there is little current flowing through the device. The device is turned on when the voltage
reaches a threadhold value (Vth). This is accompanied by a large increase in current. This is
indicated by SET process as shown in the figure, and the device reaches the on state. In the
RESET stage, an even higher voltage is applied. If the pulse drops rapidly, the device will reach
the off state. However, if the voltage is ramped down gradually, there is enough time for the
6

material to crystallize and the device will stay at the on state. In addition, it is interesing to see
that there is snap-back behavior in the I-V characteritics shown in Fig. 1.5 and resulting in a
negative resistance. F. Buscemi and colleagues [9] conducted a Monte Carlo simulation and
conclude that when the electron hopping process inside the PCM material is not fast enough,
charge is accumulated close to the contact regions, which generates a counter electric field.
The net effect is a decrease of voltage as the current increases which results in the snap-back
phenomenon. Thus, the snap-back behavior is a non-equilibrium behavior.
One problem associated with PCM is the power consumption. In order to change the crystal
structure of the film, a large amount of current has to be applied to the device to make sure
that enough heat is generated. Fig. 1.6 shows the relationship between the RESET current and
effective device contact area. As can be seen, even though the RESET current decreases as the
device contact area decreases, the required current density is more or less constant around
40MA/cm2. It is estimated that even for a PCM with size reduced to 15nm on a side, 40µA
RESET current is still needed [2]. This limits the applications of PCM, particularly with respect to
today’s low-power electronic devices such as laptops and mobile devices.

Figure 1.6. The relationship between RESET current and equivalent device contact diameter [5]

It will be ideal if people can find a kind of universal memory device which is non-volatile like
FLASH, offers fast programming and access time like SRAM, and at the same time has the
combined advantages of high density and low power consumption [10]. If such a universal
memory exists, it can not only replace FLASH but also possible replace DRAM such that it could
7

be directly integrated into computer chips and thus can significantly improve computational
performance. Resistive random access memory (RRAM) is such a candidate memory.

1.2: FLASH
Flash memory has had a dramatic market growth in the past two decades. Table 1 shows the
rise of the Flash memory market in the past 20 years [11]. As can be seen within only fifteen
years, the share of Flash memory in total memory market increased from 0.3% to 34.4% and by
year 2006 Flash alone had occupied 8.1% of entire semiconductor market. The rapid growth of
Flash memory is attributed to two of its major properties which ideally suit the consumer
electronics market [11]. The first one is that Flash is small and reliable. The second feature is its
non-volatile property. Due to those features, Flash has become an ideal candidate for
electronics requiring mobility and miniaturization. It is typically used in USB flash drives, solidstate drives and memory cards which can be found in various modern electronic products such
as smartphones, digital cameras, tablets, laptops and personal computers.

Table 1.1. The rise of the Flash memory market [11]

In this section, the operation principle of Flash and its limitations are discussed. First of all,
the basic physics of its building block floating gate device is described. Next, NAND and NOR,
two types of Flash structures, are discussed in detail. The discussion includes their
programming and erases mechanisms as well as physical properties like endurance, retention
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and reliability.
emphasized.

Finally, the limitations affecting the future development of Flash are

1.2.1: Floating Gate Device Operation Mechanism
The basic building block of FLASH is a special type of metal oxide semiconductor field effect
transistor (MOSFET) as shown in Fig. 1.7 (a) [12]. The major difference compared with a normal
MOSFET is that a second gate named “floating gate (FG)” is inserted between the control gate
(CG) and silicon substrate. The purpose of this floating gate is to modulate the device threshold
voltage (VTH). If there are electrons trapped inside the FG, VTH will shift towards the positive
direction as shown in Fig. 1.7 (b) by an amount of:

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.7. (a) The structure of floating gate device. (b) Typical I-V characteristics of a floating gate device with and
without electron on the floating gate.

VTH 

 QFG
CFC

(1)

Where QFG is the electron charges trapped on the FG and C FC is the coupling capacitance
between CG and FG. Thus, if a read voltage (VREAD shown in Fig. 1.7 (b)) is applied, there will be
no current flowing for devices which have electrons trapped on their FGs, yet a significant
amount of current flowing for devices which don’t have electrons on their FGs. Therefore, by
doing so, two memory states are created.
There are two ways to inject electrons (program) into the FG as shown in Fig. 1.8 (a). The
first one is to use hot carrier injection (HCI) and the second method is by adopting FowlerNordheim (FN) tunneling shown in Fig. 1.8 (b). HCI is done by applying a large positive voltage
above 10V to both the CG and the drain electrode, which drives the transistor into saturation
9

mode. A very large electric field is therefore created near the junction of the drain and
substrate corner. Electrons in this region gains significant kinetic energy and subsequently
become “hot”. Once electrons have enough energy, they can overcome the potential barrier
represented by the tunnel oxide, and traverse through the tunneling oxide and get trapped
inside the floating gate. One obvious disadvantage of this method is power consumption. In
order to create enough hot carriers, a large drain current has to flow though the device which
results in very poor power efficiency.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1.8. To program the Floating gate device by (a) hot carrier injection method and (b) by FN tunneling.
and to erase the device by (c) FN tunneling at source side and (d) FN tunneling at channel.

Another type of programming method is based on FN tunneling as shown in Fig. 1.8 (b). In
this case, the CG is positively biased and the substrate is grounded while the source and drain
are kept floating. The strong transverse electric field between the channel and the CG enable
electrons to tunnel from the inversion layer formed in the substrate directly into FG. The major
advantage of this method is that FN tunneling consumes much less power than that of HCI. The
approximate mathematical formula to describe FN tunneling can be achieved by using the
Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation [13]
10

J

* 1/ 2
 4(2mox
)  3B/ 2 
q3F 2
exp



16 2 h 2  B
3qF



(2)

*
Where  B is the barrier height and mox
is the effective mass in the dielectric and F is the
electric field through the oxide. As can be seen, the current density is very sensitive to electric
field and this can cause a variation problem with respect to the VTH as will be discussed later.

There are two methods to erase the electrons on the FG. Both of them are based on FN
tunneling as shown in Fig. 1.8 (c) and (d). The first method is to apply a positive voltage at
source side and leave the CG grounded. The electrons can then tunnel through the oxide and
reach the source region. Since a large positive voltage is present on the source side, the
junction between the source and substrate is highly reversely biased. Therefore, to prevent
junction breakdown, the doping concentration of the source cannot be too high. Practically, the
source depth is designed deeper than the drain side with less doping concentration to prevent
breakdown [12]. A second problem associated with this erase operation is that as device size
keeps scaling down, the overlap region between the FG and the source side become smaller
and smaller. Thus the erase process gradually becomes less efficient. To overcome this problem,
a second erase methodology has been adopted as shown in Fig. 1.8 (d). In this case, the
substrate instead of the source is positively biased and the CG is grounded. The electrons can
directly tunnel into the channel region. Furthermore, a symmetric source and drain
configuration can be utilized.
Finally, even though FN tunneling is power efficient, the exponential dependence of tunnel
current causes critical problems of process control. Any small variation in oxide thickness can
cause significant variation in VTH during the programming and erase steps. Thus, good process
control is needed to minimize the oxide surface roughness [12].
1.2.2: NAND and NOR FLASH
A typical FLASH memory is based on one of the array structures shown in Fig. 1.9. The NAND
module contains a series of floating gate devices connecting in series while the NOR module has
them connecting in parallel. Fig. 1.10 [12] shows the layouts of those two structures. The layout
is drawn based on one micron technology design rules, for convenience, but is generally
applicable across all technology nodes. In the example, each memory array consists of eight
single cells. As can be seen, the average cell area occupied by NOR Flash is 29.6 µm 2, whereas
only 12.9 µm2 is needed for NAND Flash. It is obvious that the density of NAND FLASH is higher
than that of NOR, particularly since every transistor in the string does not require its own
source and drain contact. This is one of the major advantages of NAND over a NOR structure. In
fact, if F represents the smallest feature size at any given technology node, the individual cell
size in NAND structure is 2F×2F = 4F2, and it is at least 5F × 2F = 10 F2 for NOR.

11

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.9. (a) The NAND array structure of FLASH (b) the NOR array structure.

Fig. 1.10. Layout comparisons between NAND and NOR Flash [12].
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The read operation of NAND FLASH is done as follows. First, the BL is pre-charged to ~1V and
the select gates of the block are enabled. Next, the selected WL is held at 0V and all the other
deselected WL are biased at a voltage which is higher than the highest VTH such that the
information can go through. If the selected cell has a VTH smaller than 0V, the BL will discharge
and a page buffer circuit will read the data as “1”. If the selected cell has a V TH larger than 0V,
there is no current flowing through and the BL stays at 1V and the page buffer reads the data as
0 [14]. Because of the NAND structure one obvious disadvantage is the slow read speed. For
example, in order to read a cell at the bottom of the chain as shown in Fig. 1.9(a), circled by
dash line, signal has to pass through all the other cells on top of it, which generates significant
amount of parasitic resistance and capacitance and therefore the RC time delay is large. On the
other hand, such problem does not exist in NOR FLASH structure which offers the random
access to every memory cell inside the array. Because of access time difference, together with
the difference in density, NOR FLASH is more attractive for applications such as program-code
storage, while NAND is more suitable for video or audio storage which do not need fast random
access but need large storage density [15].
To program and erase the memory array is much more complicated than the read operation.
Generally before the programming step, all the cells in both NAND and NOR array have to be
erased first [16]. It is straightforward to do the erase operation for NAND architecture, in which
all cells in the module are erased at same time and this is achieved by applying large positive
voltage to the substrate and 0V to the word line while keeps the source line and bit line floated
so that the electrons can tunnel back to the channel. For NOR array, 0V is applied to CG and a
large positive voltage to the source side so that electrons can tunnel into the source region.
To program a cell inside a NAND array, the selector 1 is enabled such that the bit line is
connected to ground while selector 2 is disabled so that the source line is kept floating. Then a
high voltage (~20V) is applied to the CG and electrons can subsequently tunnel into the FG by
the FN tunneling mechanism. To program a NOR device, a high voltage is applied to both word
line and bit line of the selected devices, based on HCI, electrons can overcome the barrier of
oxide and get trapped in the FG. Because of the difference in the programming methodology,
NAND FLASH is much more power efficient than NOR array.
It has to be mentioned that because of its parallel array structure, leakage path problems
have to be avoided in NOR memory array and in practice a program “0” step has to be applied
during the erase process of NOR Flash. Fig. 1.11 illustrates the entire erase procedure of a NOR
device [16]. Before the erase operation, the VTH distribution throughout the memory array is
illustrated in Fig. 1.11 (a). After that, a “program 0” step has to be performed shown in (b) such
that the VTH of all the devices is raised, which reduces the over-erase problem in the following
steps. Next, an erase step is performed as shown in (c). As can be seen, this erase step causes a
large distribution of VTH which can go beyond the acceptable range of VT1 and VT2 respectively.
Therefore additional steps have to be performed to squeeze all the individual V TH values into
this allowable range. Thus, an erase verification procedure has to be applied and this is shown
in (d). However, at this moment some devices are over-erased as shown in (d) and VTH of some
devices are less than VT1 and even go negative. This should be absolutely avoided in the NOR
array since cells with negative VTH cause significant leakage current when the device is
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unaddressed (e.g. the word line voltage is 0). Therefore, as a final step, a “soft programming”
has to be done to shift all the VTH within the range.

Figure 1.11. Illustration of threshold voltage distribution in the erase process for NOR Flash [16] (a) before erase (b)
after a “program 0” step (c) after a single erase pulse (d) after the erase verify procedure (e) after softprogramming.

Table 1.2 Performance comparison between NAND and NOR Flash
Density

Read

Erase

Program

Access Method

NAND

High

slightly slower

Milliseconds

Fast

sequential

NOR

Low

Fast

Seconds

Slow

Random
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Due to the complicated erase procedure, NOR takes a much longer time to erase than does
NAND. Table 1.2 compares the performance of NAND and NOR. Due to the differences in their
performances, NOR is more suitable for code storage and NAND is more suitable for data
storage.
1.2.3: The Application and Scaling Limitations for FLASH
Based on the fundamental operation mechanism of FLASH, there are several limitations
from both application and scaling perspectives. First, as discussed above it is impossible to
achieve properties like fast programming, access and high density together with random access
at same time. NAND Flash offers the advantages of faster programming and high density yet it
doesn’t have the random access capability and the read speed is slow. NOR Flash, on the other
hand, has random access capability; however, it is inferior to NAND in all the other aspects.
Thus, it is desirable to have kind of device which has all the merits as a memory device.
There is another fundamental challenge for Flash for future NVM application. In fact, scaling
will become the eventual bottleneck for all such devices. Even though NAND Flash has higher
density than NOR, it faces lots of difficulties to continue scaling down. People generally believe
that the feature size of traditional Flash is impossible to scale down to below 20nm [17]. Those
limitations generally are related to its fundamental operation principle. First of all, the interpoly
dielectric thickness must scale with tunnel oxide to maintain adequate coupling of the applied
voltage to the tunnel dielectric [17]. To ensure sufficient voltage can be passed to the floating
gate during program and erase operations, the gate coupling ratio ( the capacitance ratio of the
CG to FG capacitor to the total FG capacitance) has to be greater than 0.6 [17]. As devices scale
down, the CG needs to wrap around the FG to provide enough capacitance. However, it is very
difficult to achieve such a structure when the bit line spacing becomes 20nm or less. In addition,
there is also a limitation on the thickness of the tunneling oxide. If the tunneling oxide is too
thin, electrons can, even without any external electric field, easily tunnel back to the channel.
Therefore, the device retention properties could be severely degraded. The same principle is
also true for interpoly oxide. Furthermore, because of the difficulties in scaling down the
thickness of oxides, the reduction of the operating voltage also becomes difficult.
In addition, there are additional factors that set a fundamental scaling limitation on the
device channel length. For devices that are programmed by HCI and erased by electrons
tunneling from the FG to the source side, a minimum overlap between drain and FG as well as
between source and FG is needed. This sets a limitation on how small the channel length can be.
In addition, even for device based on FN tunneling between the FG and the channel, the
channel length cannot be too small in order to prevent leakage current caused by various short
channel effects. Finally, as the size of device goes smaller, the number of electrons stored in the
FG will be very small and cause severe random telegraph noise [17] and furthermore, result in
associated reliability problems.
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1.3: Introduction to Resistive Random Access Memory

As stated in the previous section, due to the scaling limitations of current Flash technology,
it is desirable to discover new technologies such that the scaling can be continued further.
More than that, it is very attractive to find one kind of memory which has the combinational
advantages of both SRAM and Flash such that it not only has fast program, erase and access
time but also has good non-volatility as well as high density characteristics. This type of
memory can be called universal memory or storage class memory [18]. If this type of memory is
realized, the memory hierarchy will be fundamentally changed as shown in Fig. 1.12.
As shown from bottom to top, currently we have tape, magnetic/Flash, DRAM and Cache as
well as SRAM. Along this direction, the speed of the memory goes up while the density
decreases. If a universal memory can be realized, such a memory could replace the Flash, the
DRAM and part of the Caches. The magnetic disk is only used for archive purpose due to its
extremely high density while the SRAM is only adopted when extremely fast speed is required.
As a result, the memory hierarchy becomes much simplified.

L1
SRAM

SRAM

L2/L3
Cache

Storage Class
Memory:
Emerging NVM
Nonvolatile
Scalable
Fast
Low power
Inexpensive

DRAM
Volatile
Inexpensive
Magnetic/Flash
Nonvolatile
Slow
High power
Inexpensive
Archive: Tape ( & paper files)
Very slow, nonvolatile

Archive: Magnetic Disks

Figure 1.12. The modification of memory hierarchy upon realization of a universal memory (storage class memory)
[18]
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The requirements of such universal memory will be nonvolatile, scalable, fast, low power
and inexpensive. People are trying various technologies and developing new physical concepts
to make this type of memory possible. One of most promising candidates the so called Resistive
Random Access Memories (RRAM) will be introduced in this chapter.
1.3.1 RRAM Background
The history of the resistive change effect in RRAM can be traced back to the 1960s. In 1964,
P.H. Nielsen [19] and colleagues first found the resistive switching effect in an Au/SiO/Au
structure. They further suggested that such an element could be used as a memory device
which could be accessed nondestructively. Several years later, several researchers also found
similar phenomena in an Al/SiOx/Au system [20, 21]. Due to stability problems and the
emergence and successful development of Si based memories [22], the resistive switching
memories never developed until quite recently. In 2002, W.W. Zhuang and colleagues [23]
demonstrated an RRAM device based on PCMO. They first showed that such a device is
capable of providing memory characteristics that are potentially more favorable than that of
traditional FLASH devices. After that, in 2004, Samsung Electronics [24] demonstrated resistive
switching behavior in various transition metal oxides (TMO) such as NiO, TiO 2, HfO2 and ZrO2.
The devices delivered operating voltage below 3V, programming current around 2mA with 10 6
cycles of endurance. Ever since, RRAM has become one of the hottest research topics in both
academia and industry. The main motivation for people to investigate RRAM is due to its
anticipated advantages, which almost cover all the merits of an ideal memory such as large
endurance, long retention, fast access speed, low power and most importantly high density.
Similar to PCM, the operation of RRAM, through applying voltage/current pulses, induces a
resistance change in the device system. In addition, the RRAM device can be repeatedly
switched between high and low resistance states. Unlike PCM, however, in which the resistance
change is achieved by modification of the crystal structure of the resistive layer, the operation
of RRAM generally involves electrochemical processes together with the physical migration of
metal cations or oxygen anions.

Metal layer one
Interfacial layer (optional)
Resistive layer
Metal layer two

Figure 1.13. basic structure of RRAM
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Fig. 1.13 shows the typical structure of a RRAM device. Generally, the structure is simple
and consists of several layers. Two of them are top electrode and bottom electrode with a
resistive layer sandwiched in between. And there is another optional interfacial layer which
sometimes is used to improve the RRAM device performance. It is worthy to note that the basic
structure is very similar to that of a PCM cell. One major difference between them is that in
RRAM, the additional heater structure is eliminated. This greatly simplifies the fabrication
process flow. As will be discussed later, even though there is no heater structure, RRAM is
much more power efficient when compared with PCM.
1.3.2 Classification of RRAM Devices

Figure 1.14. Two operation schemes for RRAM (a) unipolar device (b) bipolar device [25]

There are many ways to classify the various kinds of RRAM devices. Two approaches are
particularly important and will be discussed here. The first approach is to classify RRAM devices
based on the symmetry of I-V characteristics during the SET and RESET operation as shown in
Fig. 1.14 [25]. Fig. 1.14 (a) illustrates one type of RRAM device, in which both the SET and RESET
operation can be achieved by applying either positive or negative voltage. In other words, there
is no polarity dependence of the device I-V characteristics. This type of device is called a
unipolar device. It is worthwhile to point out that for such device, a current compliance (CC) has
to be applied during the SET operation to avoid excessive heat generation and thus protect the
filaments created as part of the SET process. On the other hand, in the RESET process, no CC is
applied and a large current is intentionally generated to break the conductive filament and
switch the device back to a high resistance state. Thus, for unipolar devices, the RESET current
is generally larger than the SET current. Fig. 1.14(b) demonstrates the other type of RRAM
devices where a stable SET operation is only possible when a positive voltage is applied across
the device. On the other hand, the voltage needed for the RESET operation is always opposite
to that used in the SET process. In this particular example, the RESET is only achievable when
the voltage is negative. This type of device operation mode is called bipolar. As will be discussed
in the following sections, the RESET current in bipolar devices is much less than that of unipolar
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devices, and thus it is more power efficient. The current mainstream technology of RRAMs is
based on the bipolar type of devices.
Next, based on the operation principle and device physics, RRAMs can be classified into two
types of devices. One is metal cation based electrochemical metallization (ECM) RRAM. The
other type is oxygen vacancies based (VO) RRAM. For ECM RRAM, metal cation generally is
much more diffusive than oxygen anion or it easily precipitates such that in the on state, a
conductive metallic bridge is formed. On the other hand, for VO based RRAM, oxygen anion
have a significant role which is much more diffusive than metal cation. And the nature of the
conductive filament in the on state is attributed to the traps formed by the VOs.
In the following sections, the ECM RRAM will be discussed first and then a description of VO
based RRAM is presented. Finally, as will be shown, there are no fundamentally physical
differences between those two type devices. Ergo, a unified theory can exist.
1.3.3: Introduction to Electrochemical Metallization RRAM
1.3.3.1 I-V Characteristics and Switching Mechanisms for Three Types of ECM RRAM
By definition, the operation of ECM based RRAMs typically involves the diffusion and redox
electrochemical reaction of metal cations. In the on state, a metallic-like conductive filament is
formed which brings the device from a high resistance state (HRS) to a low resistance state
(LRS). Lots of materials have been explored for RRAM applications and even for ECM based
RRAM, and thus, the material choice for each layer is not limited. Depending on origin of the
metal cations, ECM RRAM can be further classified into three groups. In the first group, the
metal cations are supplied only from the electrode. For examples, for system like Cu/SiO2/Pt [26]
and Cu/Ta2O5/Pt [27], Cu cations are from the Cu electrode. For the second group, the cations
are supplied purely from the resistive layer. For example, for system like Pt/NiO/Pt [28], the Ni
cations are from the NiO layer. Finally, in system like Ag/Ag2Se/Pt [29], the metal cation Ag+ can
be supplied both from the electrode and the resistive layer. In the following sections, the
operation principles for these devices are discussed.
1.3.3.1.1 I-V Characteristics of Cu/SiO2/Pt
Fig. 1.15 shows the I-V characteristics of Cu/SiO2/Pt [26]. The system starts from the initial
state (a). After a positive voltage ramp is applied on the Cu electrode, Cu atoms on the Cu
electrode start to get oxidized and become Cu+/Cu2+ ions. Those cations, under the applied
electric field, subsequently diffuse through the SiO2 layer and get accumulated on the Pt
electrode where the crystallization process occurs. This process continues until a narrow Cu
filament eventually is formed. At the moment when the filament shorts the top and bottom
electrode as shown (b), a significant current flows through the device and the device goes from
HRS to LRS. As can be seen, generally a current compliance (CC) is imposed in this process to
avoid too much current flowing through the device. Excessive current will generate significant
joule heating which can damage the metallic filament. Opposite to the SET process, in the
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RESET process a negative voltage is applied on the Cu electrode. Therefore, the Cu filament
gets oxidized and starts to dissolve. The oxidized Cu +/Cu2+ from the filament migrates back to
the Cu electrode and gets precipitated there. As long as the filament no longer connects the top
electrode, there is a sharp decrease in the current as shown in (d) and the device goes from LRS
to HRS. In addition, it is noted that in this particular case the I-V shows bipolar characteristics,
where the SET voltage (VSET) is positive whereas the RESET voltage (VRESET) is negative. Further, it
is shown that the RESET current (IRESET) is more or less same as the SET current (ISET), i.e., around
250nA. As will be discussed later, as a general experimental observation, IRESET ≈ ISET is valid for
most bipolar devices regardless of their chemical compositions and switching mechanisms.

Figure 1.15. I-V characteristics of Cu/SiO2/Pt [26]

There are two major advantages of bipolar devices. First of all, since V SET and VRESET have
different polarity, there is a larger margin between them and therefore the device reliability is
typically significantly improved. Second, as mentioned above, the RESET process in bipolar
devices is a combinational effect of both chemical and thermal processes, and therefore the
IRESET is reduced which in turn minimizes the device power consumption.
1.3.3.1.2 I-V Characteristics of Pt/NiO/Pt
Fig. 1.16 shows the I-V characteristics of a Pt/NiO/Pt device [28], which belongs to the
second type of ECM devices in that the metal cations all comes from the NiO layer. In this
example, inert Pt is used for both top and bottom electrodes. When electrons are injected into
the NiO resistive layer by applying a voltage across the two electrodes, Ni cations can capture
the electrons and thereby reduce to a metallic state. The resulting small metallic precipitate
will enhance local electric field distribution and more and more precipitates will be formed;
eventually a metallic filament is created which shorts both top and bottom electrodes.
Therefore, the device switches from HRS to a low resistance state LRS. This process is called a
forming process as indicated inside Fig. 1.16 (a). The forming process is the first cycle of the
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device operation in which the device is driven to LRS from its pristine HRS state. The voltage at
which the device goes to LRS is called the forming voltage (VForm). For Pt/NiO/Pt, the RESET
process is done mainly by thermal joule heating effect (with the help of chemical oxidation). In
this operation, there is no CC limit applied on the device, and therefore a large current can flow
through the metallic filament. A large current in turn can generate large heat flow which can
melt the filament and make the device go to HRS again.

Figure 1.16. I-V characteristic of a Pt/NiO/Pt stack [28]

Russo [30] gives a detailed description of the RESET process as shown in Fig. 1.17. First of all,
due to the poor thermal conductivity of the dielectric layer, the middle part of the Ni metallic
filament is more likely to have higher temperature when a current is flowing. Therefore, it has a
larger dissolution rate which in turn makes the filament thinner and resistance higher. The
change of resistance modifies the distribution of voltage and current and a positive feedback
loop is formed. The filament will eventually break and cause a sharp transition in the RESET
stage. In addition, it is interesting to note that the voltage needed to turn on the device again in
the following cycle is less the than VForm. The reason is that unlike the first forming cycle, in the
following cycles only part of filament is broken and therefore a smaller voltage is enough to
turn on the device. Thus, as a general rule the VSET typically is less than VForm for all RRAM cells.
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Figure 1.17. The metallic Ni filament dissolution process by joule heating in Pt/NiO/Pt stack [30].

1.3.3.1.3 I-V Characteristics of Ag/Ag2Se/Pt

Figure 1.18. I-V characteristic Ag/Ag2Se/Pt stack [29]

Finally, Fig. 1.18 shows I-V characteristics of an Ag/Ag2Se/Pt stack, which belongs to the
third group of ECM RRAMs, where the metal cation can be supplied both from the Ag electrode
and from the Ag2Se resistive layer. Such systems also include Ag/Ag2S/Pt [31] and
Ag/Ag33Ge20Se47/Ni [32]. As can be seen, the I-V characteristic of Ag/Ag2Se/Pt is almost identical
to that of the aforementioned Cu/SiO2/Pt stack. Both show bipolar switching characteristics.
This is expected, since all the physical and chemical processes involved in the Ag/Ag 2Se/Pt stack
are almost identical to the processes involved in the Cu/SiO2/Pt stack. The only difference is
that Ag2Se can supply the Ag+ ions that participate in the metallization process, whereas SiO2
only serves as an ionic transportation medium for metal cations. Because of this Ag2Se has a
very large ionic conductivity and this causes a voltage distribution which is different from SiO2
devices. This will be discussed more in details in section 1.3.3.3.
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1.3.3.2 Comparisons Between Unipolar and Bipolar Switching Modes
As already been shown in the previous section, ECM devices can have both unipolar and
bipolar operational modes. Generally, bipolar devices have two advantages over unipolar
devices. The first one is that bipolar devices are more power efficient. During the RESET process,
because of the combination of the thermal and electrochemical effects in bipolar devices, less
IRESET is needed whereas only a thermal effect is involved for unipolar devices, necessitating a
larger IRESET. Second, because the VSET and VRESET in bipolar devices have different polarity,
bipolar devices have larger voltage margin, which makes their operation more reliable.
In addition, for unipolar devices, the SET-RESET competition [33] has to be avoided as shown
in Fig. 1.19 [33], whereas no such problems present for bipolar devices. The SET-RESET
competition is a phenomenon where either the SET or RESET processes are not stable. For
example, if the SET process is not stable, once the device is driven to the SET stage it can
automatically go to the RESET stage. The SET-RESET competition can be avoided by connecting
a lager series resistor in the SET stage, whereas a smaller resistor is connected in the RESET
operation. The details are shown in Fig. 1. 19 and are discussed below.

Figure 1.19. Several switching modes in unipolar RRAM (a) stable SET (b) stable RESET (c) both stable SET and
RESET [33]

Fig 1.19(a) shows a situation where an identical series resistor (or no external resistor) is
connected to a unipolar device in both SET and RESET stage. Its resistance is small and can be
viewed as system parasitic resistance. Starting from the HRS, the device switches to LRS at point
A; after that, due to the voltage drop on the parasitic resistance, the voltage on the resistive
layer reduce to A2. In order to RESET the device, a larger voltage and current has to be applied
and at point B1 the device switches back to HRS and stays at position B2. However, voltage at
B2 is larger than SET voltage A1, and thus, the SET-RESET competition occurs. The device most
likely will not stay at HRS but will switch back to LRS. This corresponds to the unstable RESET. A
similar situation can occur in the SET stage as well, as shown in Fig. 1.19(b) where the RESET
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process is stable and the SET stage is not stable. For a reliable operation, both SET and RESET
have to be stable. The only way to achieve this goal is to connect a large series resistor
(equivalent to a lower CC) during the SET stage operation and a small resistor (equivalent to a
larger CC) in the RESET stage operation as shown in Fig 1.19(c). In this mode, after RESET, the
voltage across the device is less than VSET (as indicated by point B2 and A1) such that the RESET
is stable. On the other hand, after the SET operation, the voltage across the device is less than
VRESET (as shown by point B1) and therefore accidental RESET is also prevented so that the SET
operation is also stable. Even though adopting a smaller series resistor for RESET can stabilize
the unipolar device operation, it makes the device operation more complicated.
In summary, because of the power, voltage margin and the SET-RESET competition issue,
the current main technology of RRAM is based on bipolar devices.
1.3.3.3 Voltage distribution inside ECM devices
In the above discussion, it is shown that in the Cu/SiO2/Pt stack, the SiO2 just serves as a
transportation layer for oxidized anode ions passing through from the anode to the cathode
[34]. However, for the Ag/Ag2Se/Pt stack, Ag2Se itself consists of a large number of Ag cations
that can participate in the crystallization process. They can then get replenished from the Ag
electrode. In this case, the Ag2Se layer serves as an electrolyte that has large ionic conductivity.
Due to the ionic conductivity difference, the voltage distribution in Ag/Ag2Se/Pt can be
significantly different from the voltage distribution in a Cu/SiO2/Pt stack. For Cu/SiO2/Pt, it is
possible that most of the applied voltage is dropped across the SiO2 layer, whereas only a very
small voltage is dropped across the Ag2Se layer in an Ag/Ag2Se/Pt stack.
In fact, depending on the conductivity of the dielectric layer and the ability of the metal
cations to precipitate, the voltage distribution across the resistive layer can be classified into
bulk transport limited and crystallization limited operating regimes as shown in Fig. 1.20. In the
bulk transport limited regime, most of the voltage drops across the dielectric (system like
Cu/SiO2/Pt). Thus, for this type of system, it is almost impossible to get the resistive switching
effect when the device thickness significantly increases (for example in the micron range). On
the other hand, for systems like Ag/Ag2S/Pt, most of the voltage drops across the electrode and
dielectric interface where the electron charge transfer process occurs, and only a very small
portion of voltage drops across the resistive layer. For such systems, metallic formation can be
directly observed even when the dielectric becomes extremely thick (for example beyond the
millimeter range).
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Figure 1.20. The voltage distribution across the resistive layer in bulk transport limited and crystallization limited
cases

1.3.3: Introduction to Oxygen Vacancies Based RRAM
For ECM based RRAMs, metal cation has an important role in the formation of conductive
bridge. On the other hand, when metal cations are less diffusive or very difficult to precipitate,
O2- anions may have the dominant effects on device performance. Unlike ECM based RRAM, the
physics of VO based devices are quite complicated and there are still lots of unknowns. Despite
the vagueness, several basic mechanisms and theories still exist which can at least explain part
of the device behaviors.
1.3.3.1: The Switching Mechanisms and Models for Oxygen Vacancies Based RRAM
For VO based RRAMs, VO has an important impact on the conductive bridge formation
process inside the memory cell. In these systems, VO is typically more diffusive than metal
cations. In addition, the SET and RESET operations typically involve VO generation and
annihilation. When the VO concentration is large, the cell has low resistance. On the other hand,
when the VO concentration is low, the cell resistance increases. Thus, the key to understand VO
based RRAMs is to understand how the VO affects the conductivity of the memory cell and how
the VO concentration can be modulated by applied voltage.
For low and moderate bandgap materials like TiO2 and Ta2O5, VO typically acts as an n-type
dopant [35]. Thus, when the VO concentration increases, the electron concentration also
increases. On the other hand, for large bandgap materials like HfO2 and ZrO2, VO typically acts
as traps. In this case, electron hopping conduction becomes important. In the following sections
both conduction mechanisms are discussed.
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1.3.3.1.1: Oxygen Vacancies Act as Dopants

Figure 1.21. switch mechanism of Pt/TiO2/Pt cell [2]

Figure 1.22. The VO distribution and the band diagram for Pt/TiO 2/Pt system [25]

TiO2 is one of the most commonly studied materials for VO based RRAMs. Fig. 1.21 shows
the evolution of the chemical composition inside the TiO2 layer when a voltage is applied on a
Pt/TiO2/Pt stack [2]. Fig. 1.22 shows the distribution of VO and the band diagram for such a
system. As can be seen, when a positive voltage is applied on the left side at the Pt electrode,
O2- ions migrate towards the left under the electric field, as indicated by the arrow and leave
the VOs behind. Hence TiO2 becomes TiO2-x (green region in Fig. 1.21). Since VOs are n-type
dopants for materials having moderate bandgap such as TiO2 [35], the increase of VO
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concentration can make the dielectric more electronically conductive. This is demonstrated in
Fig.1.22. As shown when the VO concentration increases, the energy difference between the
Fermi level and the conduction band decreases, which indicates an increase in the electron
concentration. For this reason, the region containing TiO2-x is also called a virtual electrode. As
this process continues, the width of the tunneling barrier formed between the left Pt electrode
and the virtual electrode decreases. When the tunnel barrier becomes thin enough; there will
be a significant current flowing through the device. As a result, the device switches from HRS to
LRS.
During the RESET process, a negative voltage is applied on the left electrode which pushes
O ions back into the TiOx film and subsequently recombines them with VOs. Thus, the VO
concentration decreases at the interface between the left Pt electrode and the TiOx layer.
Therefore, the width of the tunneling barrier increases, which leads to a significant increase in
the cell resistance.
2-

1.3.3.1.2: Oxygen Vacancies act as traps
The above theory works well for a dielectric with moderate bandgap. However, for large
bandgap dielectric material such like HfO2 and ZrO2, VO doesn’t act as a dopant but rather
behaviors like trap. In this case other theories are developed [36, 37]. One of the frequently
used models is so called Ion-Transport-Recombination model [37] shown in Fig. 1.23.

Figure.1.23. (Left) Illustration of electron transport in LRS and HRS (right) illustration of electron occupation
probability at different VO sites in HRS [37].

In this model, the LRS is represented by the percolation through a series of VOs denoted by
the white circles in the left figure. The conduction current is due to the electron hopping
through those VO sites. In addition, during the forming and SET process a positive voltage is
applied on the electrode (shown in blue) which causes a large amount of O 2- anions to flow
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towards the electrode and subsequently get adsorbed there. During the RESET process, the
electron occupation probability will significantly decrease at the anode side assuming that the
electron hopping rate between VO sites are much faster than the hopping rate between VO and
electrode. As a result, the VO carries net positive charge which can then combine with the O 2ions released from the cathode (shown in blue). Therefore, the original dielectric structure is
restored and a gap is created between the filament and electrode which leads a significant
current reduction. As a result, the device switches from LRS to HRS.
This model is simple yet very effective in explaining certain phenomena. The key process in
this model involves the flow O2- ions in and out from the blue colored electrode such that the
electrode can temporarily store the O2- during SET process yet release the O2- in the RESET
process. In the other words, the electrode serves as an oxygen reservoir. In reality, both Ti and
TiN are good O2- reservoirs [38, 39].

Figure 1.24. The I-V characteristics of a Ti/HfO2/TiN stack [40]

As an example, Fig. 1.24 [40] shows the I-V characteristics of a Ti/HfO2/TiN stack. During the
measurement, the TiN electrode is always grounded. When a positive voltage is applied on the
Ti electrode, O2- ions migrate towards the Ti electrode and get adsorbed there, leaving the VO
behind. The VO concentration inside the HfO2 continues to increase as the voltage increases
until a percolation threshold reaches. At around 0.7V there is a sharp increase of current and at
this moment, the device is turned on. In the RESET process, a negative voltage is applied on the
Ti electrode. Due to the combined effects of joule heating and the presence of the electric field,
the adsorbed O2- ions on the Ti electrode start to diffuse back into HfO2 layer, where they
recombine with VOs. Therefore, the trap density inside the HfO2 decreases. The current
gradually decreases and the device switches from LRS to HRS again. It is worthwhile to note
that in this case, the device shows bipolar switching characteristics and in addition, the RESET
process is a gradual process, which means the conductance of the cell decreases slowly as the
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VRESET increases. This is quite different from the ECM cells, which RESET rapidly. This gradual
RESET process has important impacts on the multilevel-programming capability of the device as
will be discussed in the following chapters.
1.3.3.2: The Atomic Filament Structure of VO Based RRAMs
In the above discussion, the essence of resistive switching is attributed to the modulation of
the O2- flow inside the oxide. This picture gives an effective way to describe the overall behavior
of the device. However, in reality the migration of O2- typically triggers a phase transition inside
the metal oxide such that a transition between an insulating phase and a more conductive
phase usually occurs. The model described above is oversimplified and cannot describe the real
physical processes happening inside the metal oxide in a mesoscopic scale.

c)

Figure 1.25. (a) The VO accumulation along lines in SrTiO3 [25] [41] (b) Calculated density of states close to the
defect region [18] (c) Illustration of lattice structure close to the core of edge dislocations in SrTiO3[25] [42].
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As stated above, VOs typically act as n-type dopants in a moderate bandgap metal oxide. As
the VO concentration exceeds the equilibrium value, point defects start to interact with each
other and form extended defects such as vacancy chains [25]. They can also get accumulated at
the cores of edge or screw dislocations [25]. Regardless of the detailed structures of those
extended defects, one of the common features is that at the region close to the extended
defects a metal rich region is formed and metal cations get reduced. At the same time the band
gap shrinks and the Fermi level increases, which lead to an increase of the local electronic
conductivity.
Fig. 1.25 illustrates several possible crystal extended defects. In Fig. 1.25 (a) [25, 41] VOs are
accumulated along lines in a confined region. Through first principles simulation, it is found
that along this defect region, the electrons around Ti ions get delocalized, resulting in a local
insulator to metal transition [25]. Fig. 1.25 (c) shows another possibility that VOs are trapped in
the core of the edge dislocation in SrTiO3 [25, 42]. In addition, researchers [43] found that
compared with the bulk region, VOs can have a dramatic increase of diffusivity along those
dislocations. As a result, those dislocations can act as fast transport paths for O 2- anions [25]
and can form a percolation path which shorts two electrodes to create a LRS inside RRAM cell.
Besides the extended defects, it is reasonable to believe that as VO concentration further
increases, with the help of the joule heating during the forming or SET processes, metal oxides
can transfer to other more conductive and metal rich phases or suboxides. Researchers [44]
have found that Ti4O7 is formed in LRS inside the TiO2 layer for a Pt/TiO2/Pt RRAM cell as shown
in Fig. 1.26, by using high resolution TEM. The transition between LRS and HRS is attributed to
the creation and rupture of this conductive phase. The observed diameter of those filaments is
around 5nm to 10nm. Similarly, in the SET stage, a more conductive TaO 2 phase is observed for
RRAMs based onTa2O5 [45].

Magnéli
phase

Magnéli phase

Figure 1.26. TEM image of Magnéli phase after the forming process inside of Pt/TiO2/Pt cell (Left) and a
discontinued Magnéli phase (Right) [44]
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1.3.4: The Equivalence Between ECM and VO Based RRAM
Even though in the above sections, RRAM devices are intentionally classified into metal
cations based ECM and VO based devices, there are really no essential differences between
them. Rather, they are two different ways to describe the same physical and chemical
processes inside the metal oxide cells:



In the SET stage, this is a locally increasing metal element concentration and at same
time reducing metal cations process such that metal rich region (or suboxide) can be
formed.
In the RESET stage, this is a locally decreasing metal element concentration and
oxidizing the metallic species or cations such that more insulating oxide can be formed
locally.

One slight difference between those two systems may be the difference in the diffusivity
between metal cations and O2- anions. For system like Cu/SiO2/Pt, Cu cations have larger
mobility than O2- anions. On the other hand for Ti/HfO2/Pt, O2- has the larger diffusivity than Hf
or Ti cations. Regardless of the difference in diffusivity, for both cases in LRS metal rich region is
formed and metal cations get reduced. For example, for Cu/SiO2/Pt, Cu1+ or Cu0 rich region is
formed inside the SiO2 because of the migration, accumulation and subsequently reduction of
Cu2+ or Cu1+ element coming from copper electrode and for Ti/HfO2/Pt stack, Hf0, Hf1+, Hf2+ and
Hf3+ rich region is formed inside HfO2 due to the depletion of local O2- and the reduction of Hf4+.
Therefore, besides the difference in diffusivity there is no essential difference between those
systems.
Depending on the detailed chemical composition, the metal rich region formed in the SET
stage can have either metallic, semiconducting or electron hopping based conduction features.
And their conductivities vary. For a more metallic type of filament, it has a positive temperature
resistance coefficient due to the increased phonon scattering from lattice; therefore, the
resistance of the device increases as the temperature increases. For filaments having
semiconducting or electron hopping based conduction features, a negative temperature
resistance coefficient is observed; therefore, the conductivity increases as the temperature
increases. And a typical system would be like Ti/HfO2/Pt.
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1.4: Performance and Scaling Perspective of RRAM

In the previous section, the basic physics of RRAM are described. In this section, the
performance and scaling perspective of RRAM are comprehensively discussed. First, the
performances of the latest reported RRAM devices are shown and the discussion focuses more
on endurance, retention, switching speed. Next, special attention is paid to the scaling issues,
with a focus on the memory array structure, selector device and power consumption. Finally,
the necessity of multi-level programming is discussed.

1.4.1: RRAM Performance
Table 1.3 summarizes the major achievements in recent RRAM technology developments
[46]. The first row indicates the switching type. As can be seen most of the devices show the
bipolar switching feature. As discussed earlier, bipolar device generally has less RESET current
than unipolar device and therefore is more power efficient.

Table 1.3. RRAM performance [46]

The next two entries are device structure and cell area which both are related to scaling
properties of RRAM and will be discussed in next section. Here, several important device
performance characteristics such as speed, endurance, retention and HRS/LRS ratio are
introduced. Speed is the time needed to program and erase the memory device. In this case, it
is the minimum time required to establish and annihilate the conductive filament inside RRAM.
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Nowadays the demonstrated speed of RRAM is less than 10ns which is much faster than that of
Flash (in tens of µs range). In addition, the operating voltage for a typical Flash is at least larger
than 5 volts, whereas only less than 2V is required for RRAM.
One of the problems for RRAM is the RESET current. Typically the peak RESET current for
RRAM is around 10 to 100µA. On the other hand, for Flash technology, even though the
program and erase voltage are larger than that of RRAM, since the programming and erasing
are based on FN tunneling current the magnitude of the current is extremely small. Thus, the
overall power consumption for Flash is very small. However, for RRAM this problem can be
alleviated if the switching time can go down to the nanosecond range so the overall energy
consumption is small for one switching cycle. In addition as will be discussed further, a
reduction of SET current will also lower the RESET current making RRAM power efficient and
suitable to build memory array.
One of the most significant advantages of RRAM is of its superior endurance. Researchers
have demonstrated endurance of more than 1012 cycles based on TaOx devices [47], which is
much larger than typical Flash endurance of 104 to 106 cycles. Such large endurance makes the
universal type of memory possible. Finally, another important metric for memory device is
retention and it indicates how long the memory cell can hold the data. Typically a requirement
of 10 years retention time is required for non-volatile device at room temperature. Fortunately,
most RRAM devices demonstrated so far have such long retention characteristics. In a retention
measurement, the test is done at elevated temperature such as 80ºC, 150ºC and 200ºC. Then
the result is extrapolated to the room temperature to get the estimation. Such measurement
shortens the test period significantly.
From above discussion, it can be seen that RRAM has most of the advantages as a memory
device. Yet, there is still a critical factor that has to be considered for it to be feasible for future
memory applications. This is the capacity of scaling. As discussed earlier, planar Flash is very
difficult to scale down to 20nm. Even though in recent years, people have suggested 3-D flash
structures [48], it is extremely difficult to scale to 11nm [48]. Thus, the chance of RRAM being
successful in the future strongly depends on its scaling ability.
1.4.1: RRAM Scaling
In this section, the scaling perspectives of RRAM are discussed. For scaling, there are several
issues that have to be considered. First, how small can a single RRAM device be made, since this
determines the ultimate scaling limit for RRAM device? Second, is it possible to integrate RRAM
devices into a memory array while still maintaining the high density features of the same?
Additionally, is the power density of the RRAM memory array acceptable for today’s low power
electronics applications? Finally, is it possible for RRAM to achieve multi-level programming,
which can effectively increase the storage density? In this section, these three issues will be
discussed.
Currently, the smallest RRAM device has been demonstrated by Imec [49]; the researchers
fabricated 10nm×10nm Hf/HfOx Crossbar structure RRAM. The resulting device satisfies most of
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the memory requirements. For example, the switching speed is less than 10ns, endurance is
more than 107 cycles, on/off ratio is larger than 50, and the retention time can reach 30 hours
at 200°C.

Figure 1.27. Schematic of 2D array structure and leakage path problem.

Even though the size of single RRAM can be made smaller than 10nm by 10nm, the array
structure which can efficiently integrate all the single cells together must be considered. In
order to obtain a minimum area size of 4F2, where F is the smallest feature size at a given
technology node, the crossbar structure must be adopted as shown in Fig. 1.27 Unfortunately,
this structure alone has the sneak path problem and cannot be directly adopted for application.
The leakage path problem is illustrated in Fig.1.27. Suppose the memory cell we want to
access (circled by solid black line) is in HRS, therefore it is expected that a low output current
will flow through the corresponding WL and BL. However, if other adjacent cells (circled by the
dashed black lines) are in LRS, a leakage path as indicated by the yellow arrow will form, which
will cause a significant amount of current to flow through the addressed WL and BL and create
an error.
In order to suppress the leakage path problem, a selector has to be attached to each device
such that only the selected device is able to get accessed. As shown in Table 1.3, 1T-1R
structure is commonly used for this purpose. Here, 1T stands for one transistor and 1R
represents one RRAM cell. Therefore, 1T-1R structure utilizes a transistor as the selector device.
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Figure1.28. Schematic of 1T-1R structure [50].

Fig.1.28 [50] shows a typical 1T-1R structure. In this configuration, RRAM cells (indicated by
arrow and the resistor symbols) are connected in series with transistors. Even though this
structure can effectively eliminate the sneak path problem, it significantly decreases the
memory array density since the transistor is very chip area consuming. To approach the
targeted 4F2 size for a memory unit cell, the selector has to be stacked on top of RRAM
structure and the size of selector has to be comparable to that of RRAM.
Based on above discussion, a diode could be a good choice. However, the traditional diode
can only pass voltage and current signals in one direction. Thus, only unipolar devices can adopt
diode based selectors. However, as discussed in previous sections, unipolar RRAM devices
typically consume much more power than bipolar device. Thus, it is necessary to have a
bidirectional diode-like device which can serve as the selector for bipolar devices. Recently,
several groups have demonstrated such selectors [51, 52]. Fig. 1.29 [51] demonstrated a
bidirectional diode-like selector based on Ni/TiO2/Ni. Due to the symmetric structure, the
Schottky barrier is identical from either direction. As a result, a symmetric Schottky emission
current can be obtained as shown in the left figure. In addition this stack is readily combined
with Ni/HfO2/Pt cell and the final I-V characteristic is shown in the right figure. During the
reading process, the selected WL and BL are grounded and connected to VDD correspondingly
with all other lines floated. As has been demonstrated, such a structure is able to achieve
maximum memory array size [51].
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Figure 1.29. A bidirectional selector based on Ni/TiO 2/Ni (left) and the overall performance of a bidirectional
selector integrated with Ni/HfO2/Pt RRAM (right) [51]

TE

TE
Metal rich region

Metal rich region
BE

BE

Figure 1.30. Two scenarios in the HRS. (left) a homogenous conductive region (right) a filamentary conductive
region.

The power consumption is another issue for an RRAM memory array. To be feasible for use
in a large-scale array structure, IRESET has to be less than 100µA. Typically, for various types of
RRAMs, if the parasitic capacitance is eliminated IRESET linearly scales down with ISET and they
satisfy the relationship of IRESET ≈ ISET [53]. Thus, for low power applications a low ISET is required.
However, a lower ISET generally results in a larger Ron which may reduce the on/off resistance
window. Some research results [54] show that the Roff can effectively increase as the device size
scales down, which can help maintain the programming window as Ron increases. Yet, there are
still controversies regarding this, since other results [55] indicate an independence of R off on
device area. The dependence of Roff on device area really depends on the material properties
and detailed switching process of a device. Even though Ron of RRAM is widely accepted as
filamentary type conduction and thus independent of device area, once the filament is
ruptured in the RESET process the off state can have two scenarios. As shown in Fig. 1.30, one
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possibility is that the remaining filament (metal rich region or virtual electrode) is
homogenously distributed throughout the oxide layer, and in this case R off increases as device
area scales down. Other the other hand, if the remaining filament has a topography like the one
shown in the right figure, where a dominant filament remains in the oxide, R off can be
independent of device size.
Finally, another important property of RRAM to consider is its multilevel programming (MLP)
capability. This directly determines if RRAM is a viable replacement for the current Flash
technology, since Flash has well established MLP ability. Given the same device area, a device
with MLP capability effectively has larger bit storage density. Generally, there are two ways to
achieve MLP capability for RRAM cell. One is to adjust the current compliance (CC) during the
SET process. One problem with this approach, however, is the capacitive discharge effect [53].
The discharging current can cause large variations in Ron. Even though the 1T1R structure can
effectively eliminate this effect [53], it significantly reduces the RRAM array density. On the
other hand, for a diode based selector structure, the capacitive discharging effect still exists.

Figure 1.31. The history dependent instability of Ron [55]

Another problem to this approach is the history dependent Ron instability problem [55] as
shown in Fig 1.31. At the beginning, the CC is set to 100µA, and a R on of 2KΩ is obtained. Next,
when the CC increases to 200µA, Ron decreases to 500Ω as expected. After that, if the CC
reduces back to 100µA again, the Ron also increases to 2kΩ as before. However, as cycling goes
on, the Ron tends to decrease to 500Ω even if the CC is still maintained at 100µA. Obviously this
history dependent Ron instability can cause severe programming errors.
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The second way to achieve MP is through the RESET process. Through this approach, there is
no capacitive discharging effect involved and it is also a voltage-controlled operation and easy
to implement. However, for this technique to be feasible, it would be ideal that the I-V
transition in the RESET stage is smooth enough that the off-stage resistance (Roff) can gradually
increase with applied voltage. In the later part of this dissertation, a multilevel programming
cell based on amorphous yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) will be studied.

1.5: This Work

This dissertation mainly contains two parts. The first part is a Kinetic Monte Carlo simulation
study on the ECM type of RRAM. In the second part, experimental work is carried out for both
ECM and VO based RRAM. The material used in this study is yttria stabilized zirconia. In addition,
a programming methodology used to improve device uniformity, reliability and endurance is
also studied.
Chapter 2 describes the physical and chemical processes inside an ECM based RRAM. A
Kinetic Monte Carlo based simulator is built. Through this simulator, several physical
phenomena are studied. This simulator is mainly used to simulate the electroforming and SET
process inside such a device. In addition, experiments based on Ag/Ag 2S and Cu/H2O are
conducted to verify the simulation results.
Chapter 3 studies RRAM memory properties based on Ti/YSZ and Cu/YSZ devices. A
comprehensive study on the mechanism and device resistive switching properties is carried out.
The underlining physics is discussed. Finally, noise measurements are conducted to compare
the reliability between Ti/YSZ and Cu/YSZ device.
Chapter 4 investigates the multi-level programming capability of Ti/YSZ in the RESET stage.
Also the impact of the programming methodology on the device uniformity, reliability and
endurance are investigated. It is found that by adopting incremental step pulse programming
technique, a significant improvement in device endurance and reliability can be obtained.
Chapter 5 is the summary and describes possible future work.
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Chapter 2: Kinetic Monte Carlo Simulation on Electrochemical
Metallization RRAM
The nature of RRAM is characterized by randomness. For anion-based electrochemical
metallization (ECM) RRAMs, the device operation involves chemical reactions and physical
diffusion. Both of these are random at the atomic scale. For oxygen vacancy (VO) based RRAM,
random trap generation is included as well. All of those result in random creation and
annihilation of conductive filaments, which directly affect the RRAM characteristics. Among
various simulation tools, Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) can be an effective approach. It can
effectively capture the random nature of RRAM devices and at the same time not cost too
much computation power and time.
The basic physical and chemical processes of ECM RRAM are investigated in this chapter.
First, a brief introduction to the KMC simulation technique is provided. Next, a KMC simulator is
established to simulate the metallic filament formation process in a typical ECM RRAM. All the
chemical and physical processes involved in the KMC are discussed. The characteristics of the
forming voltage, forming time and the so called “Voltage–time dilemma” are studied. In
addition filament topographies, which strongly influence device properties, are studied under
different device operation conditions. Further, studies on filament overgrowth and on-state
resistance are presented. Finally, the simulation results are verified by experiments.

2.1: Introduction to Kinetic Monte Carlo Method
There are generally two major techniques used to understand the microscopic kinetics of an
electronic material system. One is molecular dynamics (MD) and another one is Kinetic Monte
Carlo (KMC). MD simulation consists of a numerical, step-by-step, solution of the classical
equations of motion [1]. Thus, calculation of the forces acting on every particle at each time
step is needed. Those forces are generally obtained from the system potential energy and an
interatomic potential for atoms has to be chosen in advance. Once the potential and the initial
condition of a system are chosen, the whole system will naturally evolve in time.
One problem with MD, however, is the time limitation problem. In order to capture the
atomic movement details, the time step should be short enough (10 -15s) to describe the atomic
vibration of atoms. Thus, the particular simulation time is limited to 1µs [1]. On the other hand
if the time evolution of a system which we are interested is much longer, MD becomes
impractical. KMC, however, can successfully overcome this time scale limitation. One of the
major differences between KMC and MD is that in KMC instead of focusing on the atomic
vibration at a small time step, KMC only focuses on the key processes which can actually transit
the system to a new state. For example, consider an atom diffusion problem: the atom can stay
at position A for quite a long time before it hops to a new position B. During this time interval,
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the atom just stays at position A and thermally vibrates around it and there is nothing
interesting thing happening during this time interval. Thus, if we use MD to simulate this
process, it will waste lots of time just to describe the atomic vibration around point A. By
adopting KMC, however, we can ignore this boring part and only focus on the real transition
which is the hopping process for the atom from position A to position B. Thus, KMC can allow us
to simulate a physical process that has a much longer time scale.
In addition, most of the systems being considered are memoryless. That means once a
particle enters a state i, it does not remember which state it came from. This rule is true for a
physical system in which the time a particle takes to transit from state m to state n is much
shorter than the time it takes to stay at state n. Thus, during each short increment of time, it
has the same probability of finding an escape path as that in the previous increment of time.
This gives rise to a first order process with exponential decay statistics [1]. The probability that
the particle remains at same state at time t is [1]:

pi ,stay (t )  exp( i t )

(1)

Where i is the transition rate for the ith particle. Equation (1) is the cumulative distribution
function (CDF). From above equation, the probability density distribution function (PDF), the
time derivative of CDF, can be obtained easily:
pi (t )  i exp( i t )

(2)

Very often a real physical system is an ensemble of a large number of particles. In most
cases, all of them can be assumed independent. According to the probability theory if particles
have the transition rates of Γ1, Γ2, Γ3 …. Γn and if they are independent, the probability of the
occurrence of next event also follows the exponential distribution with the transition rate equal
to the sum of all the individual transition rate of the particles [1].
(3)

tot   i
i

Similarly the CDF of the time when the next event occurs follows the exponential
distribution and can be described by equation:
p(t )  tot exp( tott )

(4)

The average transition time is [1]:


   tp (t )dt 
0

1
tot

(5)

A common algorithm to implement KMC is so called Variable Step Size Methods (VSSM) [2].
It is simple and efficient. The general procedures are listed below [2].
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Variable Step Size Method:
1. Initialize




Generate an initial configuration
Set the time t to the initial value.
Choose conditions when to step the simulation.

2. Update the system time


Generate a time interval Δt when no transition takes place

t  

1
ln r
tot

(6)

Where r is a random number uniformly distributed on the unit interval.


Update system time to t = t + Δt.

3. Update system configuration


Select a transition with a probability of

i
and update the system configuration.
tot

4. Continuation


If the stop conditions are fulfilled, then stop. If not, repeat step 2.

As can be seen from above description, a KMC simulation requires quantitative information
about the transition rates of all the chemical and physical processes inside a system. Those
rates are critical for the successful implementation of a KMC simulation.

Figure 2.1. The energy diagram for a transition between states S1 and S2
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Quite often, the transition rates are obtained from the transition state theory (TST), where a
reaction is considered to be a transition between adjacent local energy minima [3]. As shown in
Fig. 2.1 [4], the solid line represents the state diagram when there is no external electric field
and the dash line on the other hand represents the state diagram when there is an external
electric field present across the system. Let us first consider the situation when there is no
electric field. The particle at state S1 can be thermally excited and overcome the activation
energy barrier EA to reach the state S2. And this is considered as the forward transition. Similarly,
if a particle resides at state S2, it also has the opportunity to reach state S1. In this case,
however, the reverse activation energy barrier EB is obviously larger than EA. The difference
between EA and EB is the energy difference between states S1 and S2. In this case, the backward
transition is not favored compared with forward transition.
If Boltzmann statistics is assumed to govern the chemical and physical processes, the
forward transition rate can be written as [5, 6]:

 E 
 f  vo exp   A 
 k BT 

(7)

Where  f is the forward transition rate and vo is a frequency factor, which can be assumed to
be the atomic vibration frequency roughly equal to 10 13 s-1. k B is Boltzmann factor. T is the
absolute temperature. Similarly the reverse transition rate can be expressed as:

 E 
r  vo exp   B 
 k BT 

(8)

All the activation energies values have to be modified in the presence of electric field as
shown in the dashed line. The electric field can come from both the ion space charge
distribution and the external voltage supply. The Ea for the forward and reverse transitions have
to be modified by
and
respectively, where
is the potential change across
two states. Note that α is the symmetry factor, which describes the location of barrier plateau
with respect to two final states. It is typically 0.5. Thus, whenever, there is electric field present,
the activation energies and the transition rates have to be modified.
The description above briefly goes through the fundamental principles of KMC. Even though
KMC is straightforward to implement, it have several limitations as pointed out by Battaile [3].
The author points out that first it is very difficult, even using the most sophisticated quantum
mechanical methods to accurately obtain the chemical and physical rate parameters. Thus any
mechanism is, by necessity, approximate at best. Second, it is also virtually impossible to know
all the reactions (even just the important ones) in advance. Therefore, any reaction mechanism
represents a limited and simplified version of the real chemistry. In the other words, KMC
cannot generate new physics and all the physics has to be defined before the simulation. Thus,
the author pointed out that the challenge in simulating system in atomic scale is often not in
developing the algorithm but rather in constructing a meaningful chemical reaction mechanism.
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2.2: Establishment of a KMC simulator for ECM RRAM

2.2.1: Basic Chemical and Physical Processes and Assumptions
As discussed in the previous chapter, a typical ECM RRAM consists of a layer of
electrochemically active metal as an anode, an insulator layer and finally a layer of inert metal
as a cathode. The insulator layer can either serve as an electrolyte, which has a large
concentration of anode type metal ions and can thus contribute to filament formation
processes (for example, systems such as Ag/Ag2S/Pt [7] and Ag/Ag2Se/Au [8]) or just serve a
transportation layer for oxidized anode ions passing from the anode to the cathode (for
example, systems such as Cu/SiO2/Pt [9] and Cu/Ta2O5/Pt [10]). The simulator discussed in this
chapter focuses on the second class of ECM RRAM described above, where the insulator layer
only serves as transportation medium for the oxidized anode ions. In this way, the complicated
electrolyte structure can be ignored. However, as will be shown, because both types of devices
have almost identical physical processes the simulation result works well for both types of
devices.
The various physical and chemical processes included in the KMC simulation are shown in
Fig. 2.2. Both anode and cathode, oxidation/reduction reactions (
) are included
and additionally ion surface diffusion, desorption and adsorption processes are also included.
Finally, an isotropic electrolyte with zero electron conductivity is assumed, which implies that
the bulk ionic diffusion Ea is the same in every direction and there is no electron current
through the electrolyte.

Figure 2.2. Processes included in the KMC simulation. Oxidation at (1) adatom site (0.65 ev), (2) step site (0.7 ev),
(3) hole site (0.75ev). Reduction at (4) adatom site (0.35 ev), (5) step site (0.3 ev), (6) hole site (0.25 ev). (7)
adsorption (0.15 ev). (8) desorption (0.3 ev). (9) bulk diffusion (0.15 ev). (10) surface diffusion (0.2 ev).
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As shown in the Fig. 2.2, after a cation gets adsorbed on the cathode surface, it can reduce
to form an adatom, and it can also reach a step or hole site through surface diffusion. The
activation energies (Ea) of various processes are structure dependent [5]. As shown in Fig. 2.3,
for example, Ea for ions that are reduced at adatom sites is larger than its value when they are
reduced at step or hole sites. Therefore, ions are more likely to be reduced at step or hole sites.
Before proceeding, it is important to state the assumptions this simulator makes. In fact,
most of the chemical and physical processes in the KMC are phenomenological. That means
those processes are approximations of a real system. There are several reasons for this. First,
most of the chemical processes are extremely complicated and may involve multiple reactions
and charge transfer processes. It would be impractical to spend computation resources on such
detailed processes. Second, as stated above even by using the most advanced first principles
simulator, there are numerous fundamental processes people do not understand yet and for
some other processes, only a very rough qualitatively description can be given. Despite those
limitations it is still possible to capture the essence of the problem and make a satisfactory
simulation for the entire filament formation process. In the next several paragraphs some basic
assumptions and approximations are described.

Figure 2.3. Structural dependency of activation energy

The first thing to consider is the metal (such as Cu) oxidation processes at the metaldielectric interface (such as at Cu/SiO2 interface). This, relatively simple-looking problem, is still
not well understood yet. B.G. Willis [11] did an excellent experiment trying to clarify the
transport mechanism of copper inside SiO2. He summarizes four possible mechanisms as shown
in Fig. 2.4. (a) thermal diffusion from the electrode into the dielectric, (b) copper oxidation via
reduction of SiO2 and subsequent transport of the ion under the electric field, (c) copper atoms
under an electric field lose the electrons and becomes ions, then those ions are injected into
the dielectric with the help of electric field (d) ‘‘chemical oxidation’’ of copper at the interface
via ambient gases such as H2O and O2 or via dielectric out-gassing, and transport of the ions
under electric bias.
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Figure 2.4. Four possible ways of copper injection into SiO2 [11]

His conclusion is that in contrast to earlier results, he found no evidence of copper diffusion
directly from electrodes, but he found a clear signal of copper diffusion from an oxidized copper
electrode. That means only processes (c) and (d) are possible. Through further study, Willis
claims that only mechanism (d) is active for copper transport at temperatures less than 450500°C and electric field < 1MV/cm. In the other words, the chemical reaction has to be assisted
by either O2 or H2O, which comes from the surrounding environment or from the out gassing of
the dielectric. In this KMC simulation, process (c) is adopted to reduce the complexity of the
system. However, it may be possible to take the O2 and H2O into account by assigning a smaller
Ea for oxidation to make the oxidation process easier.
In addition, approximations are made for the crystallization process. In fact, the real
crystallization processes are also much more complicated than the model used in this KMC
simulator. Typically, after an ion gets adsorbed on the surface it can have several choices. First,
it can complete the charge transfer process and become an adatom. This adatom can further
diffuse to kink or step sites. In the second case, after the ion gets adsorbed, it could just
complete a partial charge transfer process to become an adion. This adion then diffuses to a
kink or step site and gain the rest of the charge and eventually becomes a neutral atom which
finally incorporates into the crystal. In the current KMC simulator, it simplifies the problem by
assuming all the ions once adsorbed on the electrode still carry charge. Only adsorbed ions are
allowed to diffuse through the surface. This approach on one hand simplifies the problem, on
the other hand, it doesn’t lose the generality of the crystallization process since it still
guarantees that the kink and step sites are stable sites compared with the adatom sites.
Finally, it has to be pointed that the values of various E a related to chemical reaction are
difficult to obtain. As Bronshtein [12] points out the theoretical difficulties in determining those
values lies in several factors. First, typically the reactants are strongly coupled to metal
electrode. Second, the reaction pathway depends crucially on the interfacial structure. And
finally the reaction rates depending on the dynamics of the solvent (solid electrolyte in this
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case). All those abovementioned effects make the charge transfer process a challenge for
theoretical modeling. Typically, those activation energies are modeled by experimental fitting.

Distance [nm]

(b)

(a)

Figure 2.5. (a) Simulated cell structure for Cu diffusion through a-cristobalite phase SiO2 (b) Diffusion energy
barriers for Cu element carrying different charges [14].

Unlike the individual chemical reactions, people can generally describe the bulk diffusion
process well because there is no charge transfer process involved. Nevertheless, because of the
inherent limitations in density functional theory (DFT) [13], the simulated barrier height is
typically lower than the real value. M. Zelený [14] did an Ab initio simulation to determine the
copper diffusion barrier through a-cristobalite phase SiO2. The simulated structure and result
are shown in Fig. 2.5. The simulated diffusion barrier is between 0.15ev to 0.2ev depending on
the charge carried by the Cu element.
In the KMC simulator, the diffusion of neutral atoms is ignored, since there have much lower
diffusion rate than the rate of ions when an external electric field is present. In addition, in
simulation the diffusion barrier for ions is set to 0.15ev, which can mimic an insulator layer with
a small diffusion barrier or can represent the fast ion paths created after the device undergoes
several cycles’ operation and so that the barrier gets lowered [7]. In addition, in the KMC
simulation a larger value of oxidation Ea than that of reduction is used. This represents metals
like copper and silver, which have large positive standard electrode potential [15] and therefore
find it easier to capture electrons and precipitate but more difficult to get oxidized.
2.2.2: Simulation Procedures
Ideally the simulation should be carried out in 3D. Unfortunately, this would consume too
many computational resources and too much time. Thus, only 2D is considered here. In the
simulation, as shown in Fig. 2.2, each layer of electrode consists of 150 atoms and the insulator
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thickness is 10nm. A periodic boundary condition is applied while solving the Poisson equation;
thus, the edge effects are ignored. This is a good approximation when the device width over
thickness aspect ratio is large. In addition, since the simulation is carried out in 2D, the out-ofplane electric field is ignored. The Poisson equation is solved by a finite difference method.

Figure 2.6. The flowchart of the KMC simulation process. RN and RN’ are random numbers uniformly distributed
between [0 1]

The simulation flow-chart is provided in Fig. 2.6. Starting from the initial configuration, the
Poisson equation is solved. After that the self potential is excluded [16]. The self potential is the
potential generated by the ion itself. This potential doesn’t help lowering its own E a. After
potential information is obtained, the activation energies in the presence of electric field can be
updated and both individual and total transition rates can be calculated based on the following
equation:
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Next, according to equation 6, system time t can be updated. Next, by generating a second
random number, a specific transition can then be chosen. Once a process is chosen, the
configurations of all the atoms and ions can be updated. Then Poisson equation has to be
solved again and the whole simulation process continues.

2.3: Simulation Results and Discussion

2.3.1: Filament Formation Study
Even though the forming process is only carried out once in the device operation, the
simulation of the filament formation process is critically important in understanding the basic
physics of the memory cell. Actually, the subsequent SET processes can be viewed almost
identical to the forming process. The only difference between SET and forming processes are
the effective resistive layer thickness as described in the previous chapter. Thus all the
conclusions drawn from the simulation of the forming process can be directly applied to the SET
process as well.
In addition, certain simulated results such as the voltage-time relationships and the filament
topographies can be directly compared with experimental results to verify the correctness of a
simulator.
In this section, the KMC simulator is first used to predict the relationship between forming
time and applied voltage as well as its associated filament topography. The definition of
forming time is the time needed to form a metallic filament from the pristine state. In the other
word, it is the time needed at the first cycle of the device operation to bring the memory cell
from HRS to LRS.
Fig. 2.7 shows the filament topographies obtained at different voltage levels. Fig. 2.8 shows
the time required to form those filaments. And the inset shows literature-reported
experimental result from Cu/SiO2 devices [17].
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Figure 2.7. Filament topographies obtained at different voltage levels. (a) initial state. (b) V=0.05 V. (c) V=0.25 V. (d)
V=0.35 V. (e) V=0.8 V. (f) V=2 V. The arrows in (d) with labels ‘h’ and ‘w’ indicate the thickness of isotropic
deposition and the average width of the filament respectively [4, 7].

Figure 2.8. The relationship between forming time and applied voltage [4, 7]. The inset shows the experimental
results on Cu/SiO2 [17].

As apparent from the simulation results shown in Fig. 2.8, there is a threshold (V t) in the I-V
characteristics. For an input voltage well below Vt, it is almost impossible to get any deposition
on the cathode as shown in Fig. 2.7 (b). This is because when the voltage is extremely small, it is
very difficult for anode atoms to first be oxidized, then desorbed from (without being reduced
back on) the anode and finally be reduced (without being re-oxidized) on the cathode. Next,
when the voltage is around Vt, isotropic deposition is observed (Fig. 2.7 (c)) and the distance
between the anode and cathode remains essentially constant. Thus, at this stage, it is still
impossible to get filament formation. When the voltage is slightly above V t, a filament is
eventually formed. In this bias condition, the width of the filament ‘w’ is large as shown in Fig.
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2.7 (d). When the voltage is further increased, the width of the filament decreases significantly
as demonstrated in Fig. 2.7 (e) and (f). These results can be explained by the fact that when the
voltage is small, the adsorbed cations at the cathode side tends to diffuse to and reduce at
more stable step and hole sites rather than at adatom sites, and hence the deposition is
isotropic; thus, there is no effective gap shrinkage between the anode and cathode. A larger
voltage, however, make the adatom formation easier; thus the filament grows faster (Fig. 2.8)
and its width decreases. To confirm these observations, experiments were performed on lateral
cells built suing both Cu/H2O and Ag/Ag2S [4, 7]. In fact, Cu/H2O closely resembles our
simulated system, since H2O doesn’t provide any cations but only acts as a transportation
medium for them. Fig. 2.9 shows that the experiments match the predictions from simulation.
When the voltage is small, very wide filaments are obtained. One the other hand, when the
voltage is large a much narrower pattern appears.

(a)

Forming time [s]

(b)

Applied Voltage [V]

(c)
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Figure 2.9. Filament topographies at different Voltages levels for (a) Ag/Ag2S/W and (b) Cu/H2O/Cu. (c) The
experimental results of forming time vs applied voltage obtained in Ag/Ag2S/W system [4].

Fig. 2.8 indicates that the forming time, tForm, generally decreases as the voltage increases.
In addition we observe three regimes in the graph. The shape of this curve is a result of
competition between the various aforementioned chemical and physical processes and
depends on the individual activation energies, which themselves are material-dependent
properties. The general trends, however, can be roughly explained by considering the ButlerVolmer equation (BV) [15].

 nq 
 (1   )nq 

i  i0 exp 
 s   exp  
 s 
k BT


  k BT 


(10)

s  V  U

(11)

In the two equations above,  s is the surface overpotential, which is the potential difference
between the electrode (relative to the solution) potential minus the value at equilibrium (U)
[15]. It is also the potential of the electrode minus that of a reference electrode of the same
kind and located adjacent to the surface [15]. V is the applied voltage.  is the symmetry factor
which is same as defined in previous section.
The applied voltage is the sum of the surface overpotentials at the anode and cathode
interfaces as well as the potential drop across the dielectric. At region 1 and 2 shown in Fig. 2.8,
the applied voltage is small and the surface overpotentials at the electrode interfaces are also
correspondingly small. Thus from the BV equation, the current, and hence the cation flux
through the dielectric, is linearly dependent on surface overpotentials. The forming time is
roughly equal to the number of cations needed to form the filament divided by the average
cation flux. As discussed above, the surface overpotential has a dramatic impact on the filament
topography, which eventually determines the number of cations needed for the filament. When
the surface overvoltage is small, the deposition tends to be isotropic and both the deposited
film and the anode surface tend to be smooth. Consequently, there is no filament-induced
effective shrinkage of the distance between the cathode and the anode. Therefore, we expect
that a large number of cations have to be supplied from the anode in order to form a filament
and hence the forming time increases strongly as well. In region 2, the cation flux increases
linearly with surface overpotential and the number of cations needed also decreases due to the
filament topographic effect. Thus tForm decreases as voltage increases. Finally when the voltage
is further increased as shown in region 3, the surface overpotential is large. The BV equation
then reduces to the Tafel approximation [15];

nq 
i  i0 exp 
s 
 k BT 
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(12)

the cation flux is then exponentially dependent on surface overpotential. Furthermore, under a
large surface overpotential the adsorbed cations can easily be crystallized at adatom sites thus
the number of cations needed for the filament plays a minor role. Therefore, we expect to see
an exponential relationship between tForm and applied voltage as shown in region 3.
Through the above discussion it seems the BV equation alone can describe the entire
process. This would then suggest that there is no need to implement KMC simulation. In fact,
the BV equation itself cannot fully describe the whole system for the following reasons [7]: first,
the BV equation only deals with the charge transfer between the electrode and the dielectric
interface and doesn’t include the ion transport processes on the deposited metal surface and
inside the dielectric layer. Thus, other transport equations such as drift-diffusion equation
describing how cations transport through the dielectric layer and metal surface have to be
coupled to the BV equation. The entire problem is a function of time and position. Second, in
such a nano-device the charge distribution is discrete. Thus physical quantities like continuously
varying charge concentrations functions become ambiguous. By using KMC, however, this
ambiguousness can be easily solved.

Figure 2.10. Simulated VForm vs voltage sweep rate [4 ,7]. The inset shows the experimental results on Cu/SiO2/Pt
system [9]

Next, the relationship between forming voltage and voltage sweep rate is explored. The
simulated results are shown in Fig. 2.10 [7]. There are several features on this graph. First, there
should be a threshold voltage Vt as discussed above no matter how small the voltage sweep
rate is. This can be seen in the figure that as the voltage sweep rate keeps decreasing, the V Form
approach a constant. Next, when the voltage sweep rate increases slightly, we can see that the
forming voltage also increases slightly. Finally, when the voltage sweep rate is large, the VForm
logarithmically depends on the voltage sweep rate.
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It is worth to note that C. Schindler [9] gives a mathematical model to describe the
logarithmical relationship between VForm and voltage sweep rate. Schindler assumes the applied
voltage is approximately equal to the surface overpotential by assuming both oxidation at
anode and the ionic transport inside the dielectric layer is not the rate limiting process. The
total charge needed in the forming stage QForm can be further expressed as
VForm

QFORM  

0

If
v

VForm

dV  

0

irf2
v

dV

(13)

where I f is total current going through the device, i is the current density and v is the voltage
sweep rate and is equal to

v

dV
dt

(14)

In addition, when the applied voltage is large, Tafel approximation is assumed. Putting
equations 12 to 13 together, the following relationship can be obtained:

VForm 

kT
kT QFormnq
ln v 
ln
nq
qn i0rf2 kT

(15)

This equation gives a logarithmic relationship between the forming voltage and voltage
sweep rate. From experimental results based on Cu/SiO2/Pt, extracted  is around 0.1 [9],
which is significantly less than  ≈ 0.5 for an electrochemical system with liquid electrolyte. In
addition, from the KMC simulated results, even though  is intentionally set to be 0.5, the
extracted  from the simulated result is only around 0.05. Those significant discrepancies
indicate Butler-Volmer equation alone can’t accurately describe the entire system. In addition,
in Schindler’s approach all the voltage is assumed to be dropped at the interface between the
cathode and SiO2 where the crystallization process occurs. This assumption is also questionable
since both the ionic transport process inside the dielectric and the oxidation process at the
anode side are also likely to be rate limiting factors. Further detailed studies are needed to find
the impacts of various physical and chemical processes on  .
2.3.2: Relationship Between Forming Voltage and Device Size
The relationship between VForm and device size is studied in this section. The main reason to
study the impact of device size on VForm is to study the scaling properties of RRAM devices.
Scaling includes both the reduction of the resistive layer thickness and also the reduction of the
device area. From the simulation, it can be shown that when the device becomes thin enough,
the forming process can be effectively eliminated, which is a very desirable property. In
addition, it also can be used to verify the simulator by comparing with experimental results.
Devices with different dielectric thicknesses are first simulated as shown in Fig. 2.11. For this
simulation, the voltage ramping rate is 1V/s. As can be seen, VForm linearly depends on the
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insulator thickness. The inset shows result of experiments done in a Cu/SiO 2/Pt system [9]. The
experimental result matches well with simulation. It indicates that the system is purely electric
field dependent and as long as the electric field is constant, systems with different dielectric
thickness will have identical behavior. The reason for this linearity can be explained as followsthe effective voltage drop between the initial and final states as shown in Fig. 2.1 is the product
of the average electric field across the two states and the effective distance between those two
states. Typically, the effective distance between the initial and final states is the same for a
given system at various bias conditions. Taking the ionic bulk diffusion as an example, the metal
ion roughly only hops across a distance of one lattice constant each time unless the electric
field is so strong that the ion passes through multiple sites at one time. Thus, for most
situations, as long as the electric field is maintained constant, the total voltage drop across the
initial and final states and thus the change of transition rate will be identical. Since the electric
field is inversely dependent on the film thickness, the forming voltage is therefore linearly
dependent on the film thickness.

Figure 2.11. Simulated VForm vs. insulator layer thickness. The sweep rate is 1V/s. Inset shows experimental result
for Cu/SiO2/Pt system [9].

Next, the relationship between VForm and device area was investigated. In addition, the
cathode surface roughness effect is included in the simulation and this is done based on an
autocorrelation function method [18]. As show in Fig 2.12 (a), in the simulation Gaussian
autocorrelation is used to generate a surface roughness profile. The correlation length is 10nm,
and the root mean square (rms) value is set to1nm. The simulated surface roughness pattern is
shown in the green colored region in Fig 2.12 (b). As expected, it is more favorable to form a
filament at places where the effective distance between two electrodes is shortest, since the
effective electric field is strongest at those positions. Both simulated and experimental results
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(Fig. 2.12 (c)) [10] shows that Vform approaches a constant when the size of device is small, and
gradually reduces as the size increases.

(c)

Figure 2.12. (a) The Gaussian autocorrelation used for surface roughness simulation. Due to simulation time
limitation, the correlation length is 10nm, which is smaller than the real value. (b) Simulated pattern. The arrow
shows the cathode surface roughness. (c) Simulated forming voltage vs. device width and experimental result [10]
for Cu/Ta2O5/Pt system (inset).

2.3.3: I-V Characteristics and SET Switching Properties
After the filament topography, voltage-time relationship and device size studies, this section
mainly focuses on the I-V characteristics and the SET switching statistics. As discussed in the
beginning of the chapter, due to the random nature of RRAM. KMC can be an effective
approach which captures those stochastic features of RRAM devices without too much
consumption of computation power during the simulation process. The merit of KMC is
demonstrated in this section. As will be shown, it naturally produces statistical distributions
that describe the device dynamic behavior. Also, by counting the charges arriving at one side of
the electrode, the I-V relationships can be extracted. The I-V behavior, which is one of most
important characteristics of RRAM devices, can thus be obtained by KMC as well.
This section first studies the I-V characteristics of the ECM RRAM together with a focus on
the filament overgrowth phenomenon. Next, the relationship between applied voltage and SET
time is investigated. Finally, the impact of the SET current compliance (CC) on the distribution
of the filament resistance is obtained.
The current information can be done by counting the number of metal ions reaching the
cathode surface during a given time interval. The current is calculated by the total charge
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divided by the time duration. Here, the filament overgrowth effect is also simulated. In order to
simply the filament overgrowth problem, a flat anode surface is adopted. This is a not bad
approximation as can be seen from Fig. 2.7, which shows that the filament topography is mainly
determined by the cathode [19]. Fig. 2.13 shows the simulated I-V result. As can be seen, there
are several distinctive regions on the curve. The additional simulation results show that the
current in region 1 is proportional to the electrode area while that in regions 2, 3 and 4 is areaindependent. This is expected, since the number of immature filaments formed in region 1 is
proportional to the electrode area and thus the ionic current is also proportional to the same,
while regions 2-4 are dominated by local filament conduction and are thus area-independent.
The current has a sharp turn on in region 2, when the filament shorts two electrodes. Once a
short is formed, the ohmic electron current flows. Since the conductivity of the filament is not
ideal, there is still a large voltage drop across it and thus the chemical process continues – the
filament grows wider and its conductivity keeps increasing until a steady state is achieved with
the external test system. In the KMC simulation, the voltage distribution across each layer of
the filament has to be updated in every step.

Figure 2.13. The KMC simulated I-V and related filament shape. The voltage sweep rate is 3V/s. Region (1) is ionic
-8
current while (3) and (4) are ohmic current. The resistivity of metal filament is set to 5×10 Ωm. The external
system resistance is taken as Rext=100Ω .

Besides the forming stage, the SET process can also be simulated. The difference between
forming and SET processes is shown in Fig 2.14. At the forming stage, the entire filament is
formed from the cathode side. However, during the actual SET and RESET switching operation,
it only takes a few layers of atoms on top of the filament to turn on/off the device. Thus, the
on-state switching time (tSET) of the RRAM is far less than tFORM, which is the time required to
form an entire filament, rather than that required to form the last few layers required to
complete the residual filament from a previous SET/RESET cycle.
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Figure 2.14. Comparison between Forming and SET processes.

In order to simulate the SET process, the initial configuration of the system is chosen as
shown in right figure of Fig. 2.14, where six layers of atoms are removed. Fig. 2.15 (a) shows the
tSET distribution at different input voltages steps. In order to clearly see the distribution tail, a
Weibull plot is adopted. As shown, at 2V at least 60μs is needed in order to turn on 99% of the
devices, whereas only 3 μs is needed at 3V. The experimental results *10+ done on Cu/Ta 2O5
matches with the simulation result well. In addition, the mean switching time shows an inverse
exponential dependence on voltage. This is expected since the SET process is similar to the
forming process described in the previous section.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.15. (a) Simulated switching time tON distribution under different input conditions (b) experimental results
in Cu/Ta2O5 system [10].

In a real circuit application, both voltage and current operation modes are available. The
KMC simulator is also capable of simulating the device operation behavior under the current
operation mode. In this simulation, the same configuration (Fig. 2.14) as what was used in the
voltage mode is adopted. At each time step, the resistance of the entire system is calculated,
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and the voltage which is equal to the product of current and resistance is updated at every step
at every layer of the filament. Fig. 2.16 (a) shows the simulation result. As can be seen, the
filament on-state resistance (Ron) varies with control current due to the filament overgrowth
effect. Generally, large programming current results in a smaller Ron with less variation. It
should be noted that thermal effects are ignored for the simulation of the filament overgrowth
effect. This is a good approximation when the actual filament resistance is large or a series
protecting resistance is connected to the device so that there is only a limited amount of
current passing through the device without a large amount of heat dissipation. Finally, figure (b)
shows the experimental results obtained in Cu/Ta2O5 system.

(b)

(a)

Figure 2.16. (a) Simulated on-state resistance distribution under different current input conditions (b) the
experimental results for the Cu/Ta2O5 system [10]

2.3.4: RESET Stage Characteristics
During the RESET stage, a negative voltage is applied to the reactive metal electrode. Thus,
the anode in the SET process becomes the cathode, and the cathode becomes the anode.
Because of the reversal of the voltage polarity, the established metallic filament during the SET
process starts to dissolve and drift back to the cathode (the reactive metal electrode). This
process continues until the filament breaks. Once the filament breaks, there is a sharp
resistance transition from low resistance state (LRS) to high resistance state (HRS).
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Figure 2.17. Illustration of side electric field near the cathode region in the RESET stage .

There are several important factors to be considered during the RESET process. The first one
is the joule-heating effect [20], since the temperature can accelerate the chemical and physical
processes. The second factor is the cathode-side topography, which determines the lateral
electric field distribution at the filament tip close to the cathode side as shown in Fig. 2.17. As
will be seen, this lateral electric field determines where the filament eventually breaks. The
current KMC simulator doesn’t have a temperature dependence implemented. As stated earlier,
it works for the situation that the actual filament resistance is large or a large series protecting
resistance is connected to the device so that there is only a limited amount of current passing
through the device without a large amount of heat dissipation.
Secondly, it is very time and computation consuming to fully take the cathode topography
into account during the filament overgrowth and RESET stages. In order to mimic the lateral
electric effect, the following approximations are made. When the lateral electric field is small,
the dissolved metal ions have difficulty diffusing out from the filament tip region; instead they
prefer to drift along the vertical direction and accumulate at the cathode directly in front of the
filament tip. Thus, in this simulation, it is assumed that metal ions can be accumulated at the
filament tips. When the lateral field is large, however, beside diffusing in the forward direction,
the metal ions can also diffuse laterally. Thus in the simulation, it is assumed that metal ions
have difficulty to be accumulated at the front of the filament tip.
Fig. 2.18 shows the simulated I-V characteristics and related filament topographies. The
voltage sweep rate is fixed at 1V/s. The external resistance is set to 30 k with filament
resistivity of 5×10-6Ωm. Simulation starts from condition (1) and ends at condition (8). As stated
earlier, to simplify the problem a flat anode is adopted. The current in region (1) is ionic. It has
a sharp turn on at V=VForm, after that ohmic current flows. Since the filament has finite
conductivity, there is still some voltage drop on it and hence filament overgrowth starts--the
filament grows wider ((2) to (3)) and the resistance keeps decreasing until the voltage sweeps
back to zero. On the other hand, when voltage sweeps to negative the filament starts to
dissolve. After the filament breaks at VRESET around 0.4V the over-dissolution process starts.
For the remaining cycles, since there is undissolved filament available, the SET voltage (V SET)
in the subsequent cycles is much smaller than VForm. It is worthwhile to note that Fig. 2.18 (a)
shows the filament breaks at the top where there is no metal ions accumulation on the cathode
side. This is the case when the lateral electric field is large. On the other hand, Fig. 2.18 (c)
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shows another scenario where metal ions are allowed to be accumulated and precipitate at the
cathode side. Under this circumstance the filament may possibility break in the middle as
indicated by the white circle in Fig. 2.18 (c). During overgrowth and dissolution processes, the
voltage distribution in each layer of the filament has to be updated every step and serve as new
boundary conditions in KMC.
Next, Fig. 2.19 shows the relationship between VRESET and ISET. In this simulation, a
temperature effect is also included. As can be seen, generally filament formed at a larger ISET
has a larger VRESET as well since more atoms have to be dissolved in the RESET process. By
varying the temperature (T), the VRESET varies significantly. Higher T accelerates the dissolution
process and results in a much smaller VRESET and less varied distributions.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.18. KMC Simulated I-V characteristics and related filament topographies (for the first scenario). The
voltage sweep rate is 1V/s. Simulation starts from (1) and ends at (8). All the critical physical parameters are
indicated in the figures. Overgrowth and over-dissolution are clearly seen And VSET in the subsequent cycle is much
-6
less than VForm. The external resistance is set to 30kΩ. Filament resistivity is 5×10 Ωm
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Figure 2.19. VRESET distribution at different SET control current and RESET temperature levels.

2.3.5: The Effect of Material Properties
Besides the I-V characteristics, the simulation is also able to investigate the impact of
material properties on device behavior [19, 20]. Fig. 2.20 shows the impact of variations in
surface diffusion and reduction activation energies on filament shape. When the activation
energy of surface diffusion is large it is very difficult for the adsorbed ions to diffuse to a hole or
step site. Thus, the filament more looks like a tree shape with lots of branches as shown in Fig.
2.20 (a) and this is very similar to electric breakdown [21]. On the other hand, figure (b) shows
another situation where the surface diffusion energy barrier is small and hence adsorbed ions
have enough time and are very easily diffuse to either step or hole sites. Thus, the filament
topography is more like electro-chemical plating. Therefore, we see that a wide range of
switching modes can be simulated using this methodology by appropriate choice of the system
physical parameters.

(b)

(a)

Figure 2.20. Simulated Filament shape formed under different conditions. (a) when the activation energy Esurf is
large while Eadatom is small (b) when Esurf is small and Eadatom is large.
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Figure 2.21. Simulated switching time versus diffusion barrier of the solid electrolyte.

Finally, the effect of the bulk diffusion energy barrier is studied. Fig. 2.21 shows the effect of
Ebulk on the device switching properties. When the bulk diffusion energy barrier is large, the
switching time exponentially depends on EBulk. Under this condition, the bulk diffusion is the rate
limiting process for the entire system, therefore, the switching time tON decreases as the
migration barrier of the insulator decreases (smaller Ebulk). However, when the EBulk further
decreases, the oxidation and metal crystallization become rate-limiting processes and the
switching time saturates as shown in the figure.

2.4: Summary

In this chapter, a Kinetic Monte Carlo simulator is established to study electrochemical
metallization RRAM. The simulator is more focused on the forming and SET processes. Various
relationships among the forming voltage, forming time, voltage sweep rate and filament
topographies are studied. It is found that without filament overgrowth effect, the average
width of the filament formed at large applied voltage is much narrower than that of the
filament formed at small voltage condition. Experiments on Ag/Ag2S and Cu/H2O systems
validate the simulation results. In addition, the RESET process is also simulated. It is found that
it depends on the presence of the lateral electric field close to the cathode, and the filament
can break at different locations. Finally, the impact of variations in surface diffusion and
chemical reduction energy barriers on filament shape are also studied.
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Chapter 3: Yttria Stabilized Zirconia Based RRAM
This Chapter studies the characteristics of RRAM devices based on amorphous Yttria
Stabilized Zirconia (YSZ) metal oxide. In the first section, a brief introduction on YSZ is presented.
Next, the effects of different top electrodes on the device performance are compared, and the
underlining physics is investigated. Further, two kinds of devices, Cu/YSZ and Ti/YSZ, are studied
in detail. This includes a comprehensive comparison of device performance parameters such as
endurance, retention, reliability and so on. It is found that Ti/YSZ is much better than Cu/YSZ in
most of the device characteristics. Physical explanations are given. In addition, this chapter also
gives a brief introduction on 1/f noise and the noise level inside Cu/YSZ and Ti/YSZ are
systemically investigated. It is found that generally Ti/YSZ has much lower noise level than
Cu/YSZ and is more reliable for RRAM applications.

3.1: Introduction to Yttria Stabilized Zirconia

Yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) is a type of ceramic in which yttria (Y 2O3) is added into zirconia
(ZrO2) to stabilize the crystal structure. Above 2370ºC, undoped ZrO2 has cubic structure. It
transforms to tetragonal phase between 1170 to 2370 ºC [1, 2]. When temperature drops
below 1170 ºC it becomes a monoclinic phase. Due to this phase transition, undoped ZrO 2
usually cracks during the cooling process. By addition of material such as Y2O3, it allows the
crystal to be stabilized in a cubic phase at room temperature.

Figure 3.1. The crystal structure of YSZ [3]

The conventional cell structure of YSZ is show in Fig. 3.1. As shown, two Y 3+ ions replace two
Zr4+ in the zirconia lattice. Because of the Y3+ carries different number of charges from Zr4+, one
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O2- ion has to be removed in order to maintain the charge neutrality. In Kroger-Vink notation,
this process is written as [3]:


(1)

Y2O3  2YZrt  3OOx  V O


Where YZrt indicates Y is incorporated into Zr site. V O is the vacancy in the oxygen site which
carries two positive charges. OOx is the lattice oxygen which does not carry any net charge.
Because of the oxygen vacancies created, YSZ typically has very large oxygen ionic conductivity
at high temperature. The O2- ions can hop through those vacancy sites as shown by the red
arrow in Fig. 3.1. In addition, its ionic conductivity depends on the concentration of yttria. R.
Pornprasertsuk et.al. [4] did an excellent KMC simulation study on the ionic conductivity of YSZ.
Part of the results is shown in Fig. 3.2. The YSZ has peak conductivity when Y 2O3 has a
concentration around 8mol% and it gradually decreases after that as shown in Fig. 3.2 (a). This
reduction of conductivity can be explained by the change of O2- migration barrier. The
experiments and simulation show that the migration barrier for oxygen ions is roughly a
constant when the concentration of Y2O3 is less than 6 to 8mol%, yet it increases steadily after
that as shown in Fig. 3.2 (b). The reason for the activation energy change is that when the Y 2O3
concentration goes higher, O2- have to more likely pass through Y-Y and Y-Zr edges instead of
through space between Zr-Zr. Y3+ has a large ionic size than Zr4+. Thus it makes the diffusion of
O2- more difficult [4].

(b)

(a)

Figure 3.2. (a) The conductivity of YSZ vs the concentration of Y2O3 inside ZrO2 (b) The relationship between the
2migration energy barrier of O and the concentration of Y2O3 [4].

Because of its good ionic conductivity, YSZ is typically used for solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) [4]
and oxygen sensor applications [5]. Fig. 3.3 [5] shows a basic structure of an oxygen sensor.
Region A is measured gas and region F contains the reference gas which typically is air. In
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addition, region B is an optional protective layer that is used to protect electrode C. Electrode C
is usually made of platinum and is catalytically active. Region D is the YSZ ceramic. Finally,
region E is the reference electrode. During the operation the open circuit voltage V Open follows
Nernst equation [5]

VOpen 

*
k BT pO2 ,REF
ln
4q
pO* 2

(2)

where pO* 2 , REF is the oxygen partial pressure of reference gas and pO* 2 is the oxygen partial
pressure of measured gas. Thus, by measuring the VOpen, the oxygen content of measured gas
can in principle be obtained.

Figure 3.3. Basic structure of an oxygen sensor

Besides its electrochemical applications, YSZ is also a good candidate for high-k dielectric
used for semiconductor gate oxide. In fact, it has wideband gap of 5.1-7.8 ev [6] and also has
good chemical stability and high resistivity and can be heteroepitaxially grown on Si [7]. For
gate dielectric material applications, the amorphous film may be preferred to reduce the
leakage current. In fact, research [8] shows that the leakage current of amorphous YSZ films is
smaller than that of ZrO2 due to the addition of yttria.
Even though there are wide applications for YSZ in above-mentioned areas, it has been
unstudied for RRAM application. In fact, YSZ has several good properties which in principle are
suitable for such types of memory devices. First, YSZ is chemically stable and has very low
leakage current, which is good for off state since it may give a larger resistance window
between Ron and Roff. In addition, the high conductivity of O2- in principle make the RESET
process very effective since a sufficient amount of O2- from surrounding areas can drift to the
VO site in a timely manner to complete the recombination process. Moreover, as will be
discussed in a later section, there is another advantage of YSZ. Since both Y and Zr are very
difficult to precipitate, a device based on YSZ may have a better chance to have smooth I-V
characteristics in the RESET process, which makes it suitable for MLP application at the RESET
stage.
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In the following sections, the characteristics and mechanisms of RRAM devices based on
amorphous YSZ are systematically studied. The detailed experimental fabrication procedures of
YSZ devices are described. Next, the effects of different top electrodes of Au, Cu, Ni, Al and Ti
are investigated and their device performance parameters are compared. In addition, the
characteristics and the mechanisms of Ti/YSZ and Cu/YSZ are studied in great details, which
include endurance and retention comparison; the physics that give rises to the observed
differences are studied. Next the noise present inside Cu/YSZ and Ti/YSZ is measured. It is found
that Ti/YSZ has much lower noise level than that of Cu/YSZ. In particular, Ti/YSZ has a noise
recovery capability that makes it more suitable for memory applications.

3.2: Experimental Procedures

Two types of device structures as shown in Fig. 3.4 are fabricated. Device structure I is
relatively simple and easy to fabricate. Thus, this structure is used for device screening purpose.
For structure I, 30nm 8mol% YSZ was deposited on Au/Cr/SiO2/Si substrate by physical vapor
deposition via an electron-beam evaporation method with a deposition rate of around 0.5nm/s
at a pressure of 9e-6 torr. The Au layer serves as a bottom electrode. After that, the YSZ film is
treated with UVO for 10 minutes. Subsequently, different top electrodes such as Ti, Al, Au, Cu,
Ag and Ni were either thermally evaporated or e-beam deposited at a pressure less than 1e-5
torr and patterned with a shadow mask. The size of all the top electrodes is 100×200um2.

Figure 3.4. Two types device structures

Structure II on the other hand is more complicated and its fabrication process flow is
described below. It starts with a 4 inch N type silicon wafer covered by 100nm thermally grown
oxide layer and this serves as the device substrate. The first step is the cleaning process. A
standard wafer cleaning process is conducted to remove organic contamination and heavy
metal ions on the wafer surface. The cleaning process was done by immersing the wafer into
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piranha solution, which is made of the mixture of hydrogen peroxide and hot sulfuric acid at
120°C, for 10 minutes. After that, the wafer is rinsed in DI water and followed by a 10 minute
spin rinse dry (SRD) process. The wafer status after this cleaning step is shown in Fig. 3.5 (a).
After that the wafer is loaded into a thermal evaporator chamber. Chrome and gold sources
are added into separated boats. Then the evaporator is pumped down to a pressure of 100mtor
through a mechanical pump. After that a cryopump is turned on to reach a base pressure
around 3×10-6 torr. During the evaporation process, a 3nm Cr layer was deposited first to serve
as an adhesion layer, 80 nm Au layer was then deposited which serves as the bottom electrode.
After this step, the wafer status is shown as in Fig. 3.5 (b).

Figure 3.5. Experimental procedures for device structure II

The wafer is then ready for the Si3N4 isolation layer deposition. The nitride layer was
deposited by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). After the wafer is loaded
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into the chamber, the system goes through a pre-pump and pre-purge step. Then the chamber
pressure is pumped down and stabilized at 0.2 tor. At the same time, the chamber temperature
is raised up to 350°C which is the temperature required by the following chemical reactions.
The next step is the deposition step. During the deposition, 200 sccm NH3, 40 sccm SiH4 and 200
sccm Ar gases circulate inside the chamber and the chamber pressure is maintained at 0.9 torr.
At 25W power supply, the deposition rate is roughly 17nm per minute. After 100nm nitride
layer was deposited, the chamber goes through another three purge cycles. After this step, the
wafer status is shown as Fig. 3.5 (c).
In the following steps, the nitride layer is patterned. The wafer first goes through a
dehydration process inside the primeoven for 30minutes, then HMDS vapor is injected inside
the oven such that the wafer can be coated with a monolayer of HMDS which improves the
photoresist (PR) adhesion to the wafer surface. Immediately after the HMDS coating, the wafer
is spin-coated with 1.1µm I-line PR at a spin speed of 4100 round per minute (RPM) and
followed by 1 minute soft bake at a temperature of 90°C. After soft bake, the PR is exposed in
soft contact mode using a Karl Suss MA6 Mask Aligner. The exposed PR was then developed
using OPD 4262 positive PR developer. Immediately after that a postbake process is performed
in an oven at 120°C for 30mins. Next, the nitride layer is patterned by plasma dry etching using
a 90 sccm SF6 and O2 gas mixture at a power of 200W. This gives an approximate etching rate of
125nm/min.
After the etching step, the residual PR is removed by placing the wafer inside a resist strip
bath containing PRS-3000 at 80°C for 20 minutes. Then the wafer is rinsed and dried. After this
step, the wafer status is as shown in Fig. 3.5 (d). Holes on the Si 3N4 layer with different areas
are therefore created by the patterning process above. The effective area size varies from
64×64 um2 to 4×4 um2 and it effectively defines the final device electrode contact size.
In the next step, wafer is loaded into the E-beam evaporator chamber. Ti and YSZ sources
are loaded respectively. After the rough and fine pumping processes, the pressure of the
chamber reduces to 1e-5 torr. YSZ layers with different thickness ranging from 3nm to 30nm
were then deposited. 140nm Ti or Cu top electrodes are deposited subsequently. After this step,
the wafer status is as shown in Fig. 3.5 (e).
Finally, another photolithography step is conducted to define the top electrode. The top
electrode size is not critical in this case and is set to be 200µm by 200µm. The wafer is then
etched in 10% buffer oxide etchant (BOE) to remove the residual Ti and YSZ layer (ion milling
process is used to pattern the copper electrode). After that another plasma etching step is
performed to finally remove the residual nitride so as to enable probing of the bottom
electrode. After all those processes, the final device structure is shown in Fig. 3.5 (f).
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3.3: Effect of Different Top Electrodes and Switching Mechanisms

In this section, effects of different electrodes on the device performance are analyzed and
the filament conduction mechanisms associated with the various types of electrodes are
discussed. The I-V characteristics in Forming, SET and RESET stages are discussed in detail. Next,
a detailed comparison of device performance between Cu/YSZ and Ti/YSZ is conducted.
First the effect of various electrodes on the device performance was studied. For this
purpose, device structure I is adopted. Devices with Au, Ni top electrodes don’t have any
switching behavior, and always get stuck at LRS after the forming process. Due to the simple
characteristics, they are not further discussed.
Fig. 3.6 shows the VForm distribution for devices with different top electrodes. Device with Au
top electrodes have the largest forming voltage and shows a very uniform distribution. The
breakdown (BD) electric field is around 5MV/cm, which is comparable to the BD field of
4MV/cm for crystalline YSZ film epitaxially grown on Si substrates [10] and is larger than the BD
field of polycrystalline YSZ [11].

Figure 3.6. (a) The forming voltage distribution for various top electrodes. The device structure I is used. (b) The
typical I-V characteristics for Ag/YSZ device. The red arrow shows the very small VRESET

Devices with either Ti and Al top electrodes show a reduced forming voltage with larger
distribution. Even though those two kinds of devices have different types of conduction
mechanisms (as will be discussed soon), the reduction in forming voltage can be attributed to
the chemical reactions at the interface between Ti, Al and YSZ dielectric layer [12]. A very thin
layer of Ti and Al at the interface gets oxidized and therefore oxygen vacancies are created
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inside the YSZ film which weakens its dielectric strength. The variation can be attributed to the
uncontrolled spontaneous chemical reaction.
On the other hand, the devices with Cu and Ag top electrodes show much smaller forming
voltage. This indicates that Cu and Ag can easily diffuse into the YSZ films. In addition, Ag has a
much larger diffusivity than that of Copper and thus has the smallest forming voltage. Generally,
because Ag is too diffusive it lacks good voltage control. In addition, devices with Ag electrodes
shows a very small VRESET as shown in Fig. 3.6 (b), which is very vulnerable to noise and read
disturbance. Besides, Ag/YSZ can get easily stuck in LRS. Therefore, Ag/YSZ is not further
discussed either.

Table I
Device Performance Comparison
Structure I

Yield

Endurance

Ti/YSZ/Au

≈ 60%

>10

Cu/YSZ/Au

≈ 80%

≈100

Al/YSZ/Au

< 10%

< 10

4

Figure 3.7. (a) Voltage (and its polarity) dependence of the conductance of Ti/YSZ, Cu/YSZ and Al/YSZ at different
states. (b) The temperature dependence of the conductance for Cu/YSZ and Al/YSZ
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Table 1 shows the yield and endurance comparisons for devices with Ti, Al and Cu top
electrodes. Even though Cu/YSZ has the highest yield, Ti/YSZ has much better endurance.
Al/YSZ on the other hand, has both very low yield and endurance. A previous report [13]
noticed that there is a significant difference in the formation energy of Al 2O3 and TiO2, yet the
difference of average formation energy per mole of oxygen is not significant. Thus, this alone
cannot explain the large difference in both yield and endurance between Ti/YSZ and Al/YSZ.
It was noticed that all the Al/YSZ devices in LRS show perfect ohmic conduction as shown in
Fig. 3.7 (a) which is an indication of a metallic type of filament formation. On the other hand,
Ron of Ti/YSZ shows a voltage dependent behavior, which is an indication of VO based electron
hopping conduction. To further confirm our speculation, temperature dependent
measurements were carried out. It is found that in the LRS, the conductance of device Cu/YSZ,
Al/YSZ decreases as the temperature increases (Fig. 3.7 (b)), which is opposite to Ti/YSZ. Thus, a
metallic type of conduction in Al/YSZ is confirmed. Another piece of evidence is that researcher
[14] found that for SiO2 film prepared either by spin-on deposition or PECVD, the extracted
diffusion barrier for Al ion is much smaller than that of Cu ions. Thus Al should be much more
diffusive. And the overall stable Al/SiO2 interface (compared with Cu/SiO2) can only be
attributed to the aluminum oxide formed at the interface which needs much more energy to
get dissociated and free the Al ions than that required to free the Cu ions from Cu 2O.
Based on the above discussions, an explanation of low endurance of Al/YSZ can be
obtained—even though a larger VFORM (compared with Cu/YSZ) is required to free the Al ion
from the Al2O3, once Al ion is free, it can easily diffuse through the YSZ and form a metallic type
filament. However, since Al is much easier to get oxidized and more difficult to precipitate, the
formation of a stable filament is difficult, thus both the yield and endurance of Al/YSZ are poor.
In addition, as large amount of Al ions get trapped inside the YSZ film, the device is easily stuck
at LRS. Due to the poor endurance of Al/YSZ, in the following sections only Ti/YSZ and Cu/YSZ
are discussed.

3.4: Ti/YSZ and Cu/YSZ Devices

3.4.1: I-V Characteristics for Ti/YSZ and Cu/YSZ
The forming I-Vs of Ti/YSZ based RRAM devices are measured at different voltage polarity
and temperature conditions as shown in Fig. 3.8 (a). The measurement is done at 30ºC, 50°C
and 70°C respectively. It can be seen that in both cases the I-V follows the Poole-Frenkle
emission [15]:



J  C1 E exp  q[  (qE /  0 d )1 / 2 ] / k BT
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(3)

Figure 3.8. (a) Experimental (symbols) and simulated (lines) results of the forming stage I-V for Ti/YSZ. The
measurements are taken at 30ºC, 50°C and 70°C respectively. (b) 300 repetitive I-V sweeps for a typical Ti/YSZ
device (The sweep count was limited by practical measurement time). YSZ film thickness is 10nm. Device area is
16um by 16um.

where E is the electric field,  is the potential barrier height, and εd is the dielectric constant for
the insulator and C1 is a function of density of the trapping centers [15].
When Ti is positively biased, the extracted depth of the effective trap potential barrier is
0.51 ev and the extracted dielectric constant εd is 13.02. As mentioned by Sze [15], the
extracted dielectric constant value is critical. The space-charge limited conduction effect could
also fit the plot of lnI vs V0.5 type, however, it gives an estimation of εd an order of magnitude
less than the one obtained from Poole-Frenkel relationship. Thus, C-V measurement was
further conducted and the experimentally measured εd is 15.2 and is very close to the extracted
value. This supports our assumptions and it confirms the current is bulk limited in the forming
stage.
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Figure 3.9. The I-V characteristics of (a) Cu/YSZ and (b) Ti/YSZ at different current compliance levels. YSZ film
thickness is 10nm. Device area is 16um by 16um.

Fig. 3.8 (b) shows 300 repetitive DC sweeping I-Vs of Ti/YSZ. It shows a very uniform
distribution of VSET and VRESET. In addition, Fig. 3.9 shows the I-Vs for Cu/YSZ and Ti/YSZ. For
both types of devices, the on-state resistance can be related to SET CC as shown in Fig. 3.10. In
addition, the resistance decreases roughly exponentially with the CC. For Ti/YSZ,
Ron  I CC  2

(4)

Ron  I CC  0.3

(5)

For Cu/YSZ,

Figure 3.10. The relationship between Ron and current compliance for both Cu/YSZ and Ti/YSZ

From equation (4) and (5), it can be seen that Cu/YSZ is more power efficient. This is due to
the high diffusivity of Cu and also to the high conductivity of Cu metallic filament.
For memory array applications, smaller IRESET and ISET are desired to reduce the power
consumption. In Fig. 3.8 (b), IRESET ≈ ISET = 1mA for Ti/YSZ which is too large for a realistic
memory array structure. Fortunately, IRESET can be linearly scaled with ISET at least down to
100µA as shown in Fig. 3.11. In addition, since a larger voltage-sweep stop value is adopted for
VRESET (4V in this case), the resistance window is much larger than that shown in Fig. 3.9(b). This
makes multi-level programming possible as will be discussed later.
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Figure 3.11. I-V characteristics for Ti/YSZ and CC is 100µA

During the actual programming cycles, it is difficult to use CC to precisely control R on. Fig.
3.12 shows an example based on a Ti/YSZ device and a single pulse programming scheme. In
the measurement VSET is 2V and VRESET is set to -2.5V. In addition, in the test the CC is fixed at
0.5mA.

Figure 3.12. The variation of Ron due to the capacitance charging effect

As can be seen, there is a large spread of Ron. This is mainly due to the capacitance charging
effect [17]. In practice, there is always parasitic capacitance present in the system. It arises
from both the device itself and the external circuit. During the SET process, the parasitic
capacitance can generate a large discharging current which results in a current spike whose
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value is much larger than the CC during a very short time period. This current spike can
significantly reduce Ron and sometimes may even break the device permanently. In addition,
due to the stochastic nature of RRAM, the local topography of the filament varies from cycle to
cycle and because its self capacitance directly relates to the filament topography, the self
capacitance varies. This can also contribute to the spread of Ron.
In addition, as can be shown in Fig. 3.13 (a), the Ron of Ti/YSZ becomes less voltage
dependent and approaches ohmic conduction when its conductance increases by applying
larger CC. In addition, its conductance increases as the voltage increases. This is a clear
indication of an oxygen vacancy based electron hopping conduction mechanism. The applied
voltage not only lowers the potential barriers but also raises the Fermi level and thus enhances
the filament conductance. We further notice that the Ron of Ti/YSZ is independent of the
polarity of applied voltage as shown in Fig. 3.7(a). Such a perfect symmetry may indicate the
limiting potential barrier exists not at the metal/dielectric interface but inside the dielectric
itself, where a symmetric barrier is present.

Figure 3.13. (a) The SET stage I-V of Ti/YSZ . The dashed lines indicate slopes of 1 and 2 respectively (b) Extracted
activation energy at different resistance levels

Next, we plotted the I-V data of Ti/YSZ using a log-log scale as shown in Fig. 3.13 (a). At both
LRS and HRS states, ohmic conduction is observed at the low voltage bias regime. As the
voltage increases, the off state current gradually becomes  V 2 . The transition points where
the current transits from ohmic to V2 are labeled by the red solid dots. It can be seen that as the
Ron of the LRS decreases, the transition point become more positive. This is expected, since the
current is more ohmic when the Ron is smaller. The V2 type current may be an indication of
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space charge limited conduction (SCLC) [18, 19]. According to SCLC theory, without any traps,
the current density is described by the Mott-Gurney Law:
9
V2
(6)
j   0 3
8
L
where  is the mobility,  is the dielectric constant, V is the applied voltage and L is the device
length. If there is a single trap level at energy E below the conduction band the above equation
is modified and becomes
9
V2
J   0 3  0
(7)
8
L
where  0 is the ratio between free charge density  f and total charge which is the sum of  f
and trapped charge  t

f
 f  t

 0 

 E 
Nc

exp  
Nt
 k BT 

(8)

where N c is the effective density of states in conduction band and N t is the trap density.
At LRS, depending on the current compliance,  0 varies. When the current compliance is
large, more traps are generated. However, it would be wrong to conclude that in this case  0
would decrease instead of increasing. The key point is that when the trap density goes very high,
they form a trap sub band, and the barrier between traps gets lowered. At the same time, the
free electron concentration increase significantly and most of the trap sites are occupied by
electrons. As a result, the  0 increases instead of decreasing, which results in larger device
conductance. When the current compliance is small, a smaller number of traps are generated
and those traps tend to be isolated from each other. Electrons therefore get localized.
Therefore, the overall effect is a decrease of  0 and a decrease in device conductance.
In order to investigate the current conduction mechanism, we further conducted
temperature-dependent I-V measurements. We found that when the temperature increases,
the current increases in all cases. Further, generally the current in the ohmic regime follows a
simple relationship [16]:
J  E exp(  Eac / k BT )

(9)

where Eac is the activation energy for electron. It turns out the extracted barrier height
depends on the resistance of the device as shown in Fig. 3.13 (b). It can be seen that, as stated
earlier, the barrier increases as the device resistance increases. This discloses the fact that the
barrier height directly relates to the concentration of oxygen vacancies. When the density of
the defects is small, there is a larger hopping barrier for the electron to hop from one site to
another. On the other hand, when a larger amount of vacancies are created by increasing CC,
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the barrier gets reduced and thus the electrons gradually get delocalized and the transport
within the filament approaches ohmic conduction.
So far, the above evidence seems to support the fact that various resistance states are
mainly due to Schottky thermal emission and space charge based conduction mechanism.
However, the electron tunneling model cannot be totally excluded. Even though to a first order
approximation, both direct and F-N tunneling mechanisms are all temperature independent
[16], a detailed theoretical analysis discloses that they do depend on temperature [20]. To the
best of author’ knowledge, an explicit mathematical formulism to describe the temperature
dependence of the tunneling current is still lacking. Thus, further study is still needed to
confirm the conduction mechanisms.
3.4.2: Endurance, Retention and Uniformity of Ti/YSZ and Cu/YSZ
In this section, the endurance, retention and device uniformity of Ti/YSZ and Cu/YSZ are
compared. It is found that Cu/YSZ is inferior to Ti/YSZ in all three aspects. The detailed physics
are also explained.
The endurance test is done by adopting an incremental step pulse programming (ISPP)
scheme as shown in figure 3.14. During the ISPP measurement, both the VSET and VRESET pulses
increase or decrease in steps with interspersed verification reads between every pulse. The
targeted Ron and Roff are predefined. If the targeted resistance is achieved and verified to be
stable, the programming voltage and the resistance are recorded. Otherwise, the voltage pulse
will keep increasing or decreasing. A device failure occurs when the required resistance level is
not achieved by a predefined voltage limit. As will be discussed in later sections, such a
programming methodology significantly improves the device reliability compared with a single
pulse scheme.

Figure 3.14. The incremental step pulse programming methodology
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Figure 3.15. Endurance comparison between Cu/YSZ and Ti/YSZ. The ISPP methodology is used in the
measurement. (a) Endurance of Cu/YSZ (b) Endurance of Ti/YSZ

Fig. 3.15 shows the endurance comparison between Cu/YSZ and Ti/YSZ. For both devices,
the targeted Ron is 10 k and the targeted Roff is around 100 k . Surprisingly, the best
performance device of Cu/YSZ only shows an endurance of around 180 cycles, while for almost
all the Ti/YSZ devices the endurance is beyond 104 cycles, which is limited only by the
measurement time. In addition, the uniformity of the VSET and VRESET for Cu/YSZ is very bad. As
can be seen in Fig. 3.16 (a) Cu/YSZ has a very large VSET variation from cycle to cycle. On the
other hand, Ti/YSZ shows a much smaller variation.

Figure 3.16. SET and RESET voltage distribution for Cu/YSZ (a) and Ti/YSZ device (b)
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The physical reason for such poor endurance and uniformity of Cu/YSZ is not very clear yet.
Similar phenomena are also observed in Pt/NiO/Pt [21] and Ru/HfOx/TiN [22] stacks. From the
available literature results, it seems the interface between the electrode and the dielectric layer
has an important impact on uniformity and reliability. First all of, as mentioned above, Cu/YSZ is
an ECM based RRAM. In such systems, the metal crystallization is the key process to form the
conductive filament. Thus, the requirement for a high-quality interface is very stringent. A ‘bad’
interface (for example, significant difference in crystal orientation between the resistive layer
and the electrodes or the unclean electrode surface) may have a detrimental effect on device
performance. This argument is supported by systems like Pt/NiO/Pt [21] as shown in Fig. 3.17.

Figure 3.17. I-V characteristics of Pt/NiO/Pt stack (left) and Pt/IrO2/NiO/IrO2/Pt stack [21].

In this system, researchers find that there is a large VSET variation as shown in Fig. 3.17 (a). In
addition it also has a very poor endurance of less than 200 cycles. Both of those phenomena are
quite similar to what is observed in the Cu/YSZ/Au system studied herein. The authors then
added a very thin layer of conductive oxide IrO2 on both sides of NiO layer. The resulting device
performance gets significantly improved as shown in Fig. 3.17 (b), where the VSET variation is
dramatically reduced. Through Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), the authors found that
IrO2 layer enhances the crystallinity of NiO at the NiO-IrO2 interfaces. Thus, the improvement of
the device performance is attributed to the change of the crystal structure at the interface.
Besides the microstructure of the film at the interface, the electrode surface cleanness is
also another factor. T. Bakhishev [23] shows that the organic contamination presented on the
inert electrode side can have a significant negative impact on the device endurance since those
contaminants can prevent the crystallization process on the inert electrode and make the
device on-state unstable.
Even though the ECM based RRAMs have the aforementioned limitations, it is improper to
assume all such systems have poor device performance. In fact, literature results [24] shows
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that high endurance of around 104 cycles can be obtain in Cu / amophousTa2O5. Therefore a
relatively good ECM device is still possible if very good process control is adopted. Nevertheless,
generally speaking the VO based RRAM tend to have better device performance than ECM
based RRAM in terms of endurance and uniformity.

Figure 3.18. The retention properties of Cu/YSZ and Ti/YSZ at different resistance states

In addition, the retention properties of Cu/YSZ and Ti/YSZ have also been studied. The
measurement results are shown in Fig. 3.18. Typically, Ti/YSZ shows a stable Roff ranging from
20kΩ up to 1MΩ (tested on separate devices). In the SET stage, its Ron is stable close to 10 k ,
yet is very unstable for Ron around 1kΩ. Interestingly, Cu/YSZ shows a different trend as shown
in Fig. 3.18 (c). It is stable at very low resistance state when Ron is around 1kΩ, yet it becomes
very unstable when its resistance reaches 20kΩ.
The underlying physics of those phenomena are investigated. It is found that R on of Ti/YSZ is
typically independent of the device area. Yet, Roff is inversely proportional to it. Therefore, it is
reasonable to conclude that the on-state of Ti/YSZ devices is based on localized filament
conduction. In the off state, on the other hand, the device is based on bulk conduction. Bulk YSZ
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is thermally and chemically stable, which results in a stable Roff. However, for the on state, since
yttrium cations tend to have very strong bonding with oxygen anion, VO formed during the SET
process tends to recombine with O2- to form a chemically stable phase. Therefore, Ron more
likely increases as the recombination process goes on. In addition, this degradation process may
be accelerated due to poor device encapsulation, which facilitates absorption of oxygen or
moisture from the environment and results in a degradation of on state retention. This is
shown in the figure above, where the Ron of Ti /YSZ starts from 400Ω gradually increases to 3kΩ
in 104 seconds.
The Cu/YSZ device, however, shows the opposite trend. First of all, as will be discussed in
the next section, unlike Ti/YSZ , the Roff of Cu/YSZ typically is a constant. In addition, as stated
above, its Ron can be tuned by applying different CC in the SET operation. Generally, R off of
Cu/YSZ is very stable. However, the stability of Ron depends on the resistance level. For Ron less
than 1kΩ, it usually has a very stable retention property (opposite to Ti/YSZ). However, the
retention becomes very poor when Ron becomes around 20 k as shown in Fig. 3.18 (c). This
can be attributed to the filament width. When Ron is small, the width of the copper filament is
large. Thus, it gives rise to a stable retention behavior. On the other hand, when the R on
increases, the filament width decreases accordingly. Thus, the retention becomes poor since a
small amount of lateral diffusion of copper atoms will make the effective filament width
decrease significantly and thus make the device resistance go up. As will be shown in next
chapter, because of the retention difference between Cu/YSZ and Ti/YSZ, it is more desirable to
use Ti/YSZ to achieve multilevel programming capability.
3.4.3: Noise Analysis for Ti/YSZ and Cu/YSZ
One of the reliability issues associated with RRAMs is noise. Due to the filament conduction
nature, RRAMs are vulnerable to random motion or fluctuation of surrounding atoms, ions and
traps. Noise such as random telegraph noise (RTN) and 1/f noise flicker is frequently observed
in RRAM systems [25]. Those noise phenomena can increase the reading error rate and thus
should be maximally suppressed. In addition, it is also important to study the dynamic evolution
of the system noise behavior during the cycling process since a typical memory device should
be stable after many programming cycles. In this section, the basic physics of the RTN and its
relationship with 1/f flicker noise is reviewed. After that a noise study and comparison are
conducted for Ti/YSZ and Cu/YSZ devices. Finally, the cycling dependence of the noise behavior
on the Ti/YSZ system is investigated.
The noise in a system is generally described by a stochastic process. In addition, most of the
noise we encounter is a stationary process whose joint probability distribution doesn’t change
with time and position. If the random process is denoted as x(t) then its autocorrelation c(t) can
be written as [26]
T /2

c( )   x(t ) x(t   )   lim 

T  T / 2

Furthermore, its power spectral density can be written as
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x(t ) x(t   )dt

(10)



S ( )  4 c(t ) cos tdt
0

(11)

Figure 3.19. Illustration of Random Telegraph Noise

The typical feature of RTN is shown in Fig. 3.19. The system toggles between two states x 0
and x1 and it is convenient to define x0 = 0 and x1 = ΔI. In addition, if the transition rate from
state 1 to state 0 is given by 1/τ1 and from state 0 to state 1 is 1/ τ2 ( τ is the characteristic time
a system stays in one state before transition to the other state ), it can be shown that [26]

c( )  (I ) 2


  1 1  
0
 1


exp    t  

 0   1  0   1  0   1
   0 1  


1

Figure 3.20. Lorentizian power spectra calculated based on Equation 13 [26]
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(12)

And

S( f ) 

4(I ) 2
2
( 0   1 )[1 /  0  1 /  1   (2f ) 2 ]

(13)

Figure 3.20 *26+ plots the PSD based on Equation 13 where, ΔI = 1A, τ0 = 1s and τ1 varies from
0.01 to 1000s. One of the features of the RTN PSD is that its amplitude is constant at low
frequency, yet beyond the corner frequency defined as

f RTS 

1

0



1

1

(14)

the spectrum decays with frequency squared. For the symmetric case, where τ0 = τ1= τ,
Equation 13 reduces to

S( f ) 

2(I ) 2
4  (2f ) 2

(15)

In the above discussion, only one trap center is assumed. In reality, there is a wide spread of
trap states. It can be shown [27] that in a system if the traps are uniformly distributed, the
characteristic time τ decreases exponentially with an increase in the trap depth assuming all the
traps are independent. Then the PSD of a system can be described by
S( f )  

2
1
d 
2
 1  (2f )
f
1

(16)

In the other words, a superposition of lots of independent 1/f 2 noise source will give rise to
1/f noise. Therefore, typically 1/f type noise is observed when the device size is large where lots
of noise sources are available.
In the rest of this section, the noise measurement is performed by using an HP35670A
dynamic signal analyzer along with a BTA9812B low noise transimpedance amplifier. During the
measurement, the bottom electrode Au electrode is always grounded.
We first study the relationship between PSD and VRead. For this purpose, a Ti/YSZ device is
programmed into different resistance states and the noise is measured at different voltage
levels. Fig. 3.21 shows one of the devices based on Ti/YSZ. For this particular sample the device
resistance is set to 2.1 k . While Fig. 3.21 (a) shows that the absolute noise level increases as
the VRead increases, Fig. 3.21 (b) shows that the normalized PSD (PSD / V2) is almost
independent of the VRead. In reality, only the normalized PSD is important, since it is this term
that determines the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and therefore the device error rate. The
independency of normalized PSD on voltage is expected since it can be shown that [28] if we
assume the number of traps Ndev inside a device is large enough to ensure a wide range
distribution of time constants then:
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S I ( f ) SV ( f )
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2
2
I
V
N dev

(17)

Figure 3.21. (a) The noise power spectrum density and (b) normalized PSD of Ti/YSZ at the resistance state of
2100Ω.

where S I ( f ) is the normalized current PSD and SV ( f ) is the normalized voltage PSD. From the
above equation we can see that the normalized PSD is indeed independent of reading voltage.
In addition, the noise spectrum in Fig. 3.21 shows a 1/f type distribution. This is also expected
since in LRS the trap density is large and there is a wide distribution of the characteristic time τ
for a wide range noise sources. Each of them gives rise to a 1/f 2 type spectrum and the
summation of all those noise sources become 1/f -like flicker noise.
The reliability of Ti/YSZ and Cu/YSZ is further compared. First the devices were driven to
difference resistance states. Then the resistance sampling measurement was performed. Fig.
3.22 (a) shows the time sampling result for both Cu/YSZ and Ti/YSZ. RTN is clearly seen in the
Cu/YSZ device. In addition, as the resistance of the Cu/YSZ increases, the noise level increases.
However, at the same resistance level, Ti/YSZ shows much less variation. Next, a low frequency
noise measurement was conducted. Fig. 3.22 (b) shows the normalized PSD at different
resistance states for both Cu/YSZ and Ti/YSZ. As expected, at the same resistance state, the
Cu/YSZ has much larger noise than the Ti/YSZ device. For both Ti/YSZ and Cu/YSZ, the noise
increases as the resistance increases and this is consistent with previous reports [29]. The
reason that Ti/YSZ has much lower noise than Cu/YSZ at the same resistance level can be
explained by the fact that the conductivity of a Cu filament is much larger than the conductivity
of a VO filament; thus, for a given resistance state, the width of a metallic filament is much
narrower than the width of a VO based filament. Therefore, the Cu/YSZ is more vulnerable to
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the atomic motion of the Cu atoms at the edge of the filament. The noise goes worse when the
resistance increases since the filament becomes narrower. This makes the Cu/YSZ unfavorable
for using in multilevel cells.

Figure. 3.22. (a) Resistance sampling for both Cu/YSZ and Ti/YSZ devices at different resistance states. (b)
Normalized noise power spectrum density for both types of devices at different resistance states.

Next, cycle-dependent noise behavior of Ti/YSZ in the RESET state was further investigated.
Typically, as shown in Fig. 3.23 the noise PSD increases as the cycling increases. This can be due
to the fact that during every switching cycle, there is additional damage caused or additional
traps generated in the active region of the filament. Those traps act as additional noise sources.
This can be further demonstrated by the fact that initially the noise is 1/f type. Gradually, at 25
cycles the noise becomes Lorentzian type and this is an indication that a dominant trapping
center is eventually formed [26]. However, this trapping center can be annihilated when
sufficient inactive time is provided. At 26 cycles, after a 10 minutes break, the spectrum gets
back to low noise level and become 1/f type again. Such a self-healing process makes the OV
based device attractive for MP applications.
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Figure 3.23. The dependence of normalized PSD on the switching cycles in the RESET stage for Ti / YSZ.

3.5: Summary
In summary, in this chapter the resistive switching characteristics of different top electrodes
on amorphous YSZ dielectric film are systematically studied. It is shown that only Cu/YSZ and
Ti/YSZ have reliable resistance switching characteristics. Further, it is shown that Cu/YSZ shows
a metallic filament conduction feature, while Ti/YSZ has an electron hopping based conduction
characteristic. In addition, it is found that Ti/YSZ has much better performance than Cu/YSZ in
terms of endurance, retention and reliability. For almost every device, Ti/YSZ has endurance of
at least 104 cycles. In comparison, an endurance of only 100 cycles is achieved for Cu/YSZ
devices. It is possible that the endurance of Cu/YSZ relates to the quality of the interface
between the inert electrode and dielectric. In addition, Ti/YSZ shows better retention property
in HRS, while Cu/YSZ is only stable when the on state resistance is very small. This difference in
retention can be due to the physical size difference between metallic and VO based filaments.
Finally, noise measurements were conducted that confirm that Ti/YSZ is more reliable than
Cu/YSZ.
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Chapter 4: Multi-level Programming and Impact of Programming
Methodology on Device Reliability
4.1: Introduction

One key property for RRAMs to be feasible for mass production is the possibility of multilevel programming (MLP) [1, 2] since it significantly increases the effective data storage density.
So far, several materials such as WOx [1], HfO2 [2], Ta2O5 [3] and TiO2 [4] have shown MLP
capability. Generally, there are two major ways to achieve MLP. One is to obtain MLP during
the SET stage and the other way is to do so in the RESET process.
During the SET process, by controlling the maximum current flowing through the device,
different resistance levels can be obtained. In fact, as shown in Fig. 3.9 both Ti/YSZ and Cu/YSZ
can achieve MLP through this approach. However, as stated in Chapter 1 and 3, one problem
with this approach is the capacitive charging effect. The discharging current can cause large
variations in Ron. Even though a 1T1R structure can effectively eliminate this effect, it
significantly reduces the RRAM array density. On the other hand, for diode based selector
structures, the capacitive discharging effect still exists. In addition, as demonstrated in Chapter
1, the history dependent Ron instability problem may also hinder this approach.
The second way to achieve MLP is through the RESET process. In this case, it would be ideal
that the I-V characteristic in the RESET stage is smooth enough that Roff can gradually increase
with the applied voltage. Through this approach, there is no capacitive charging effect involved
and it is also a voltage-controlled operation and easier for circuit implementation.
The physics of MLP is also not very clear yet [5]. Researchers [5], from a pure electronic
point of view, suggest that only a dielectric with a medium bandgap where oxygen vacancies
acts as electron donors, has an MLP capability. Yet this theory may not be able to explain all
the experimentally observed phenomena. For some systems such as Cu xO [6] and NiO [7],
which meet all the above mentioned criteria, still show very sharp transitions in the RESET stage.
In this chapter, a resistive switch based on Ti/YSZ with MLP capability is demonstrated and a
brief physical explanation is provided. In addition, it is also demonstrated that the use of
incremental step pulse programming (ISPP) can realize RRAM cells with good reliability and
achieve optimized tradeoffs among resistance window, endurance and programming speed.
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4.2: Multi-level Programming of Ti/YSZ in RESET Stage
For both Cu/YSZ and Ti/YSZ, as shown in Fig. 4.1, RRAM cells have sharp transitions in the
SET stage. In the RESET process, Cu/YSZ still shows an abrupt transition from LRS to HRS, which
is quite similar to the situation in SET stage. In addition, its conductance typically drops to a
minimum which is the only stable state for Cu/YSZ in HRS. This feature makes MLP impossible
for Cu/YSZ during the RESET process. In contrast to Cu/YSZ, Ti/YSZ shows a very smooth
transition during the RESET stage. As indicated by the arrow in Fig. 4.1 (b), the I-V curve is very
flat during this process, and the device conductance decreases gradually. This is further
demonstrated in Fig. 4.2, where ISPP technique is adopted and the duration of the
programming pulse is set to 1µs. It can be seen that after a V RESET threshold, the Roff of Ti/YSZ
exponentially increases with applied voltage, whereas a steep transition occurs for Cu/YSZ and
after that its resistance remains constant. In addition, this figure also shows the good
achievable resistance window for Ti/YSZ. For a fresh device, this on/off window can be more
than 104 which is good for MLP.

Sharp RESET

Current [A]

Current [A]

Smooth RESET

Sharp SET

(a)

Sharp SET

(b)

Cu / YSZ

Ti / YSZ

Voltage [V]

Voltage [V]

Figure 4.1. Typical I-V characteristics for (a) Cu/YSZ and (b) Ti/YSZ.
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Figure 4.2. Off state resistance versus the different VRESET pulses with duration 1µs. Inset shows the increment
pulse programming technique

Even though RRAMs typically are classified into metal cation and VO based devices, as stated
in Chapter 1 there are no essential differences between them. They are two different ways to
describe the same physical and chemical processes inside the metal oxide cells. In the SET stage,
this is a locally increasing metal element concentration and at the same time, a metal cation
reduction process such that a metal rich region (or suboxide) can be formed. In the RESET stage,
this is a locally decreasing metal element concentration and metallic species or cations
oxidation process such that more insulating oxide can be formed locally. The metal rich region
formed in the SET stage can have metallic or semiconducting features depending on the
detailed chemical composition. The conductivity of the features varies. Typically, it is easier to
form a more conductive metal rich region if the metal cations are easier to reduce and
precipitate as in CuO and NiO, which are more likely to form a more metallic-like phase filament.
For a smooth RESET, it is better to have a semiconducting phase (or electron hopping based
system) instead of a metallic-like phase, since by doing so, at given resistance level, the filament
would have much larger cross section area and also, at the same RESET current level, the heat
density is smaller inside such filament. Both of the two factors help realize a gradual change of
the conductance. Another important consideration is that the filament dissolution process for
more metallic-like species is a self acceleration process [8] and is more sensitive to joule
heating due to its positive temperature resistance coefficient. Therefore, weak spots within the
filament are easily created. On the other hand, the corresponding process is a negative
feedback for a more semiconducting-like or hopping based system and thus it is difficult to
form such weak spots within the filament. This feature also helps to realize a more gradual
change in RESET.
One possible way to describe the ability for a metal cation to trap electrons is standard
electrode potential (SEP). The SEP for Y is -2.37V, -1.53V for Zr and -0.25V for Ni and finally it is
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0.34V for Cu [9, 10]. A more positive number indicates the material more easily captures an
electron to form the reduced metallic state. As can be seen, for both Y and Zr, it is more difficult
to capture electrons while materials like Ni and Cu exhibit easier electron capture. Therefore,
most devices based on CuxO and NiO show a metallic conduction feature and have abrupt
transitions in RESET stage.

Ti

Cu
Oxygen ion
Oxygen vacancy
Electron

Au

Au

Figure 4.3. The filament width comparison between Ti/YSZ and Cu/YSZ in RESET stage.

The above discussions can explain the different VRESET pulse response between Ti/YSZ and
Cu/YSZ shown in Fig. 4.2. Generally, the conductivity of a filament in Cu/YSZ is much larger than
that of that of Ti/YSZ (This is supported by the experimental results: even when R on is less than
1kΩ, devices like Ti/YSZ still have an activation energy barrier around 0.02ev. No such barrier is
found in Cu/YSZ) as illustrated in Fig. 4.3. Therefore, for a given Ron, the effective metallic-like
filament area is much narrower than that of Ti/YSZ devices. In addition, since a filament in
Cu/YSZ is more sensitive to joule heating, a weak spot can be quickly created when current is
flowing through, thus eventually a very small change on the filament tip can cut off the entire
path leading to an abrupt transition.
Fig. 4.4 demonstrates the excellent MLP capability of Ti/YSZ devices. During the
measurement, the VSET/VRESET increases/ decreases in steps with interspersed verification reads.
If the targeted resistance is achieved and verified to be stable, the programming voltage is
recorded. Otherwise, the voltage pulse will keep increasing / decreasing. A device failure occurs
when the required resistance level is not achieved by a predefined voltage limit. As can be seen,
the device has a low resistance state of ~8 k and three distinct high resistance states up to
~2MΩ.
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Figure 4.4. Four levels MLP of Ti/YSZ. (a) Device one. (b) Device two

In the MLP process, the parasitic capacitance should be minimized, since it can cause
programming errors as shown in Fig. 4.4 (b). For this particular device, it can be successfully
programmed for the first three thousand cycles. After that, a capacitance charging effect occurs
and the Ron (indicated by the red dots) significantly decreases below 1 k , as a result, the first
level of Roff (shown in blue dots) increases and some of them mix with the second level R off
(shown in black dots). The underlying physics is that when Ron significantly reduces there is
more joule heating generated at the same RESET voltage level. The excessive heat can weaken
the Ti-O bonding at the Ti and YSZ interface so that excessive O2- can be generated in a very
short time under the electric field. Those excessive O2- species combine with a VO and lead to a
significant increase of resistance. In addition, this excessive heat can also help YSZ dielectric to
overcome the phase transition barrier from LRS to HRS. Thus, the overall effect is that instead
of gradual increase of Roff, a sharp increase occurs and causes the programming errors.
Therefore, based on above discussion, the capacitance charging effect should be minimized for
MLP purposes.

4.3: Impact of Programming Methodology on Device Reliability

One of the biggest challenges in RRAMs is device reliability issue [11]. The device switching
failure typically occurs when it gets stuck either at a low resistance state (LRS) or at a high
resistance state (HRS). The traditional single pulse programming techniques let the ratio
between off-state resistance (Roff) and on-state resistance (Ron) arbitrarily scatter every cycle. If
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the magnitude of the SET or RESET voltage (VSET, VRESET) is small, the SET or RESET process will
become less effective and on the other hand if the pulse magnitude is too large, the device will
breakdown quickly and lifetime seriously reduces. In this section, it is demonstrated that by
adopting an incremental step pulse programming (ISPP) scheme similar to that which is
commonly used in Flash memory, an excellent balance between device endurance, resistance
on-off ratio can be achieved and the device lifetime substantially increases.

Figure 4.5. (a) The Evolution of VSET and VRESET. The dash line shows both a sudden and a gradual change in V SET and
4
VRESET (b) The relationship between VSET and VRESET for an endurance test of 10 cycles.

For an ideal RRAM device, VSET and VRESET should be invariant with cycling. During the SET
process, the spatial location of all newly created VOs should be the same as VOs created in the
previous SET cycle. On the other hand, in the RESET process, all the created VOs during the SET
process should be recombined with the oxygen ions released from either the cathode or from
the dielectric itself. In reality, however, due to the stochastic nature of RRAMs, unexpectedly
large variations occasionally occur. For example, in the HRS, additional oxygen vacancies may
be thermally generated in the gap between the filament and electrode; additionally, during
RESET, some VOs at the tip of filament may escape annihilation. These residual VOs will lower
the local dielectric strength of the oxide and lead to a sudden decrease in V SET. This is illustrated
in Fig. 4.5 (a).
During the measurement, an ISPP scheme is adopted and the targeted Ron and Roff are 8kΩ
and 80kΩ respectively. As can be seen, VSET shows a sudden drop of ~1V around 3000 cycles.
Interestingly, VRESET at the same time is also reduced accordingly. This is due to a capacitive
charging effect [12], coming from both the device itself and external measurement circuitry.
When a smaller VSET is used to turn on a device, there is less capacitive discharging current
flowing through the device and thus less filament overgrowth; this in turn makes the RESET
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operation easier and hence a smaller VRESET is needed. This nearly linear correlation between
VSET and VRESET generally holds true for all conditions as shown in Fig. 4.5 (b), which shows the
correlation between VSET and VRESET across 104 cycles. The observed slope is ~1.
Fig. 4.5 (a) also shows a regime around 5000 cycles where VSET and VRESET gradually increase
again. Under those conditions, if the applied voltage is not adjusted accordingly, it may either
exert too much electrical stress, resulting in device degradation, or the voltage may be too
small and makes the switching less effective. This is a key disadvantage of the traditional single
pulse technique. In fact, due to the unavoidable device-to-device variation, it is almost
impossible to find an optimum pulse magnitude for both VSET and VRESET for all devices in a large
memory array. Further, even for a single device, as mentioned above, the optimum pulse
magnitude depends on the operational history and is a function of time. Thus, the single pulse
technique has serious limitations.

(b)

(a)

Figure 4.6. (a) Comparison between the single pulse scheme and ISPP. (b) Illustration of tradeoff between the
resistance programming window and device endurance. ISPP allows for optimal balancing between these
properties.

By using ISPP, however, those problems can be solved easily. ISPP can tailor an optimum
VSET and VRESET not only for every device but also for every operational cycle. This is clearly
demonstrated in Fig. 4.6 (a), which compares device cycling under ISSP and a standard single
pulse scheme. Both of the aforementioned failures are observed for the single pulse scheme.
The black curve corresponds to a device that becomes stuck in LRS, likely due to extra electrical
stress asserted during SET. On the other hand, the blue curve corresponds to a device that
becomes stuck at the HRS due to an inefficient V RESET. By utilizing ISPP, the device endurance
can reach beyond 104 cycles (shown in red) and neither type of failure is observed during the
entire process. And this improvement is consistent with previous research result [13].
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ISPP also allows for optimal balance of the resistance window with device endurance.
Generally, a larger resistance window between Ron and Roff degrades the device endurance. Fig.
4.6 (b) shows this effect. As can be seen, when the resistance window is beyond 3000, some
devices only endure 100 cycles. However, almost all the devices tested have endurance beyond
104 (limited by measurement time) when a window of 10 is adopted. In addition, in the devices
tested, we mainly see the degradation of HRS (Roff drops with cycling). Ron, on the other hand, is
set to 10 k which is quite large and easily to be achieved. The reason of degradation of R off
can be described as following: In order to get a large Roff for a large resistance window, a large
VRESET has to be applied in order to extract more O2- from Ti electrode and deliver them to the
VO sites. This process does not degrade the device only when there is enough O 2- available
locally such that a larger VRESET can make trap density decrease and increase the dielectric
strength. However due to the random nature of RRAM, occasionally local O2- deficiency may
occur. At this point, the amount of O2- delivered to the VOs saturates and a larger VRESET doesn’t
increase the O2- flow anymore. Even worse, under this situation a large VRESET actually makes
the dielectric bonding weak and generates more VO (a process like in SET stage). Therefore, the
HRS gradually degrades.
One problem with ISPP, however, is that it is generally more time consuming to program a
memory cell. However, this can be partially alleviated by increasing the voltage difference
between two adjacent pulses. For example, instead of increasing the pulse magnitude by 0.1V
every step, 0.3V or 0.5V can be adopted. Hence, a good tradeoff between the endurance and
programming speed can be obtained.

4.4: Summary
In this chapter, a reliable multi-level programming cell based on Ti/YSZ is demonstrated. It is
shown that this cell has large resistance programming window with good endurance. And by
using ISPP methods, four programming levels are successfully implemented. It is furthermore
found that compared with Cu/YSZ, the MLP capability of Ti/YSZ is due to the fact that both
yttrium and zirconium are difficult to precipitate and the filament in Ti/YSZ shows a hopping
based conduction mechanism so that a weak spot is not easily formed in such filament.
In addition, it is found that in order to reduce MLP error rate, the capacitance charging
effect has to be minimized. When the capacitance charging effect is present, excessive heat will
be generated in the RESET stage, which in turn makes excessive O2- form at the Ti electrodes. As
a result, a large amount of VOs get recombined with O2- in a very short time which leads to a
dramatic increase of Roff and causes the error.
Further, a single pulse program scheme was compared with ISPP. It is found that ISPP can
tailor an optimum VSET and VRESET for every device and every operation cycle which significantly
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improves the device endurance and reliability. It is also found that failure of Ti/YSZ devices
typically occurs at HRS, where there is not enough O2- from the Ti electrode to recombine with
VOs.
Finally, by using ISPP, tradeoffs between resistance window and endurance; programming
speed and device lifetime can be obtained. A larger resistance window typically degrades the
endurance. A finer step pulse in ISPP improves device endurance but increases programming
time.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Work
5.1: Conclusion

5.1.1 KMC Simulation for ECM based RRAM
This work first conducted comprehensive KMC simulation studies on ECM based RRAMs.
Inside the simulator, physical and chemical processes such as oxidation, reduction, and
surface/bulk diffusion are taken into account. The transition rate is simulated based on
transition state theory. Major simulation conclusions are listed below [1-4].


Filament topography study: Simulation results show that at the moment when the
filament shorts the two electrodes, the width of the filament is inversely proportional to
the applied voltage – the width of the filament formed at high voltage bias is much
narrower than the width of the filament formed at low voltage bias. This
counterintuitive result is due to the fact that during the metallization process the
adsorbed metal ions try to diffuse to more stable step and hole sites through surface
diffusion, which makes the filament surface smoother and the width wider. However,
soon after that, the filament overgrowth effect occurs and within a very short time span
the filament grows much wider. In the final equilibrium state, devices with a larger
applied voltage/current have a wider filament formed.



Through the simulation of the voltage and time relationships, it is found that due to the
combined effect of the various physical and chemical processes, there is always a
threshold voltage present, below which the device can’t be turned on. In addition, when
the voltage is large enough, an inversely exponential dependence of the switch time on
voltage is observed, which makes fast switching of RRAM possible. In addition, it is
found that the required Forming/SET voltage is voltage sweeping rate dependent. When
the voltage sweep rate is large, a larger Forming/SET voltage requirement is observed.
All the above simulated results are confirmed by experiments.



The simulator simulated the I-V characteristics and demonstrated the local conduction
mechanism for ECM based RRAM devices. In addition, the distribution of the on state
resistance, device switching time and the relationship between SET and RESET voltage is
obtained. Major conclusions are: first, a larger applied voltage/current results in a more
conductive filament with a tighter statistical distribution. Second, the V RESET is
proportionally correlated to VSET. A larger VSET typically requires a larger VRESET to turn off
the device. This is due to the fact that if a stronger filament is formed in the SET stage, it
requires a larger RESET voltage to break it since more atoms have to be oxidized and
migrate away. Third, it is found that depending on the lateral electric field, the filament
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can break at various positions. When the lateral field is small, filaments may tend to
break in the middle of the resistive layer or near the inert electrode surface. On the
other hand, when there is a large transverse electric field, the filament typically breaks
near the active electrode surface.



The simulator also simulated the impact of the device size and material properties on
the device performance. It is found that the forming/SET voltage is linearly dependent
on device thickness and when the device area increases, the forming/SET voltage
gradually decreases. Also, it is found that even though, by adopting a more diffusive
resistive layer it is possible to increase the switching speed of the device, eventually the
switching speed is limited by oxidization and crystallization of metal cations. Finally, it is
shown that depending on the value of difference activation energies, filaments with
various topographies can be obtained.

5.1.2 YSZ based RRAM

In the second part of the dissertation, an experimental study on RRAM based on amorphous
YSZ was carried out. The performance of devices with different top electrodes was investigated.
Also noise measurements of the Ti/YSZ and Cu/YSZ systems was carried out. The important
observations are listed below.


It is found that Cu/YSZ, Al/YSZ and Ag/YSZ show ECM based RRAM characteristics. On
the other hand, Ti/YSZ shows VO based RRAM’s features. In addition, Ni/YSZ and Au/YSZ
don’t have switching capability at all. It is also found that due to the large diffusivity of
Ag, Ag/YSZ has the smallest Forming/SET voltages. Next, the I-V characteristics of Ti/YSZ
shows that the off state is dominated by SCLC and electron hopping conduction
mechanisms while the on state has ohmic as well as the electron hopping conduction
features. Through temperature dependent I-V measurements, it is found that for Ti/YSZ
devices, the electron activation energy barrier is positively correlated to the resistance
state of the cell.



It is further found that Ti/YSZ has much better endurance and reliability than Cu/YSZ. In
addition, Cu/YSZ has a much larger SET/RESET voltage variation. Both of those can be
attributed to the poor quality and uncontrolled microstructure at the interface between
YSZ and the Au inert electrode. This the impacts the device because this interface
critically affects the metallization process for Cu/YSZ device. However, it doesn’t affect
the device performance so much for VO based cells.



In addition, it is found that Ron of both Ti/YSZ and Cu/YSZ can be varied by applying
different CC in the SET operation. It is also found that R off of Ti/YSZ decreases gradually
in the RESET operation whereas Roff of Cu/YSZ drops sharply to a constant. Further,
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experimental results show that Ti/YSZ is more stable in the off-state. This is perhaps due
to the bulk conduction nature of Ti/YSZ in the off state, whereas a localized conduction
is observed at the on-state. In addition, even though Roff of Cu/YSZ is very stable, the
stability of Ron depends on the resistance level. For Ron less than 1kΩ, Cu/YSZ usually has
very stable retention. However, retention becomes very much shorter when R on
becomes around 20kΩ. This is because when the cell resistance is small the width of the
Cu filament is much wider, thus the conductive bridge is more robust. On the other
hand, when Ron decreases, the filament becomes narrower, and thus a small amount of
lateral diffusion of copper atoms will significantly vary the cell resistance and cause the
observed degradation in retention.


Finally, through noise measurements, it is found that at the same resistance level, Ti/YSZ
has much lower noise than Cu/YSZ cells. This can be explained by the fact that the
conductivity of a Cu filament is much larger than the conductivity of a VO filament; thus,
for a given resistance state, the width of a metallic filament is much narrower than the
width of a VO based filament. Therefore, the Cu/YSZ is more vulnerable to the atomic
motion of the Cu atoms at the edge of the filament. The noise goes worse when the
resistance increases since the filament become narrower.

5.1.3 Multi-level Programming of Ti/YSZ based RRAM
Unlike Cu/YSZ, Ti/YSZ shows a multi-level programming capability in the RESET stage. The
main conclusions are listed below.


Even though RRAMs are classified into metal cation and VO based devices, there are no
fundamental differences between them in terms of the impact of the various atomistic
processes. In the SET stage, there is a locally increasing metal element concentration
and also a metal cation reduction process such that a metal rich region (or suboxide) can
be formed. In the RESET stage, there is a locally decreasing metal element concentration
and metallic element oxidation process such that more insulating oxide can be formed.
The metal rich region formed in the SET stage can have metallic or semiconducting
features depending on the detailed chemical composition. The conductivity of the
features varies.



Generally, it is easier to form a more conductive metal rich region if the metal cations
are easier to reduce and precipitate. For a smooth RESET, a semiconducting phase (or
electron hopping based system) is desired such that at given resistance level, the
filament would have much larger cross section area and also at the same RESET current
level the heat density is smaller. Both of the two factors help realize a gradual change of
the cell conductance. In addition the filament dissolution process for more metallic-like
species is a self acceleration process and is more sensitive to joule heating due to its
positive temperature resistance coefficient. On the other hand, the corresponding
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process is a negative feedback for a more semiconducting-like or hopping based system
and thus, it is difficult to form such weak spots within the filament.


A multi-level programming cell is realized in Ti/YSZ devices. In those devices a low
resistance state of ~8kΩ and three distinct high resistance states up to ~2MΩ can be
achieved. The device has endurance exceed 104 cycles (limited by measurement time).
In addition, it is found that in the RESET process, the parasitic capacitance should be also
minimized to avoid programming errors. The reason is that when Ron significantly
reduces due to the capacitance charging effect in the SET stage, there is more current
and thus more joule heating generated at RESET. The excessive heat can weaken the TiO bonding at the Ti and YSZ interface so that excessive O2- can be generated in a very
short time under the applied electric field. Those excess O2- species combine with VO
sites and lead to a significant increase in resistance which causes programming errors.



Finally, Ti/YSZ shows a reduced power requirement, in that the RESET current can be
scaled down to 100µA, which is desirable for low power applications.

5.1.4 Impact of Programming Methodology on Device Reliability
In this work, the single pulse programming scheme has been systematically compared with an
ISPP scheme. The experimental results show that ISPP is superior to single pulse programming
scheme in several aspects [5].


The experimental results show that ISPP can tailor an optimum VSET and VRESET for every
device and every operation cycle, which significantly improve the device endurance and
reliability.



Tradeoff can be made between the device programming window and device endurance.
A larger resistance window degrades the device endurance.



Tradeoff can be made between programming speed and device endurance. In order to
have a fast device programming speed, the step height between adjacent voltage
pulses in ISPP should be increased, though this can potentially degrade the device
endurance.



It is also found that failure of Ti/YSZ devices typically occurs at HRS, where there is not
enough O2- from the Ti electrode to recombine with VOs.
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5.2: Future Work

First, in the present KMC simulator, the temperature effect is not included, which has very
important impacts on the filament overgrowth and RESET operation. For future study, heat
conduction equations should be coupled inside the simulation.
Second, there is also a simulation time limitation in the present simulator. The existing
simulator is very time inefficient in simulating certain systems. For example, if the anode atom
is very easy to oxidize but difficult to precipitate and if the dielectric diffusion barrier is very
large, the atom or ions will just move around at each side of electrode surface without
crystallization. Hence, there is no effective filament formation. Under such situation, the
simulator wastes tremendous time on those trivial motions of particles. A new algorithm should
be developed to make the simulation more time efficient such that it can ignore the trivial
motion of the particle and focus more intelligently on the essential processes.
For YSZ based RRAM cells, further studies are also needed. Due to experimental fabrication
limitations, in this work E-Beam evaporation was adopted to deposit the YSZ layer. However,
this technique offers relatively poor control of the chemical composition of the deposited film.
In the future, other more controlled deposition techniques such as sputtering or Atomic layer
deposition (ALD) should be used.
In the current work, the performance of YSZ based RRAM is compared with devices made of
ZrO2. The result shows the yield of Ti/YSZ is 20% higher than the yield of device Ti/ZrO 2. There is
no definite conclusion on other characteristics such as retention and endurance. To make a
detailed and accurate comparison, future experiments with better film deposition technique
and process control are desired and also massive measurement has to be done to get the
statistical results. In addition, it would be also very interesting to vary the yttrium concentration
inside zirconia to see the change in the devices’ performance.
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